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H o m ec o m in g Q u ee n ?
by Doug Schorr
The Homeco ming Commi ttee of
the SGA met last Thursda y and
decided by a 10-6-1 vote to eliminate
the Homec oming Queen for this
year. There was little debate given
to the issue, which was partially due
to the SGA's official stance of being
against the. tradition.
. Carole Hamilton, the 2nd VicePresid ent of the SGA and
Chairpe rson of the Homecoming
Commi ttee, was the spokesp erson
for the commit tee. She stated, "It is
an outdate d tradition that has lost
its significance.
Most of the debate on this issue

S .G .A .

took place at the meeting on
Monday of last week.
James Driskell, a sophom ore
senator in SGA, has led a
movement to reinstate the queen.
He has drawn a petition -and
present ed it to the SGA for
consideration.
He stated, "The SGA is in the
wrong for abolishing Homecoming
Queen, because they did it without a
referendum. Sevente en people
haven't got the right to decide for a
student body, that a tradition is
outdate d without asking the student
body. 1 feel that a vote should be
takp.n ", ..,.." .. -~+ ~1
student s to

decide this issue."
He added, "Carole Hamilton has
spoken against the Homecoming
Queen and her opinions have
undou btedly influen ced the
Commi ttee's decision. The SGA's
position has been against the queen
and the commit tee has reflected
that outlook. The student s have and
should use their right to petition."
Withou t the Homecoming Queen
this year, Bridgewater State College
would become the first college in
this area to not have a queen
repres ent them on their
Homeco ming Day.

O ff er s E x p la n a ti o n

just a game for the most popular
and beautiful female on campus and
not an event based on the qualities
of leadership and. achievement.
propos ed a motion not to nomina te

RIGHT
DRESS,

TO WALK ,
AND LOOK
SUIT ABLE TO HER

many campus es to abando n their and ~fte: soli~it.ing student
Queen. Modifying the Queen into a organlz atton opinIOn, found thata~d
t~e
representativ~ was a possibility Queen iQ~a >A% SW.Ql'ts'ided
("i1i::
through out the dissc:ussions, b~t-i\-kt"!!Cwmu:thQv~. Dxoved
..

TALK,
AS IS
CHAR-

contest s ih many laY.s~cori'lpr'orndse
for the
replacing
t
this right. These contes ts
rather than for any concret e and
encoura ge women to adjust their
necessa ry need. The option for
organi zation s that they not
physical appeara nce to fit the taste representative is still open for a
the
nomina te a queen either. My
of the nominationg committee. In future, if, the student s .feel
it is
rationa le behind this was that it is
doing this,women are compronecessary to have a Homecoming DearCl ubjOrg anizatio n Presiden
discrim inatory and chauvinistic. A
I respectfully acknowledge th~ mising their individuality.
t)
figurehead and if they are willing to
On Tuesda y, Octobe r 5; 1976, the
fter heated debate, the motion was
privilege of any woman who fells It
meet.
and design the guidelines for Studen t Senate discuss ed the issur
defeate d.
appropr iate to participate in the
pg
selectin g this individ ual or of nominating a Homeco
The rationale behind the
nominations and selections of
ming
individuals.
...
Queen. After failing to nominate
Senate 's defeat of motion was:
homeco ming queen. Yet, I feel it my
In summarY,the Homecoming anyone for the position, the Senate
1.) Most senator s did not know
respons ibility to indicat e the
Committee found its attentio n on passed the followinf motion:
how the student body felt on this
implications that are present whe rl
theentir eHome coming Weekbe ing
T.hat Dot.ty Tisevic h and Joe.
matter I therefor e could not vote
C · : . ,.,dive
rte9 towards the Queen issue
such·
an action is ta k.en.
.
positiv ely without stuclent feedback.
.
.
. When presenti ng such jmpli~ . ,'
I I • ........... ..f...~....,... .• ..·IoJI·LI.~·II:·.
.
·.·Ir.I.W..1L:J.L...·.... tl..I...JL¥.
By a majorify vote of· its
. 2.) Most senator s did notwan tto
a
n
.
.•
c8tions lamcon fro tedwith the ge
h
H .
.
.
break trafdition,:
: old issue. of,the .. expJoit ation of Cm.oe.~.·····~.·.·.,1~.:.t.iPha. .·.s.·.tde.e.~idedo
~
~~~~mmgl"
Other senator s in. sllppor t of this
women; Itis each. wOO'lan's(as well . .
as..h.l.lman . b€inss) .•. 'IN.TRIN.9IC . to havea·H omecom ing Queen
'motio n asserted that· the· contest
this
year.· This matter ' has been
•
~-~---~--~-~~~---~~-~~~~-~"
'.
.
..
~~, ~w~~a~.u~~~~~
T~fum&~~~m~~re~n~~~~~~h~~ilioo~.:
,
Homeco ming Commi ttee since: Homecoming Queen during
this year's Homecoming. Throug h the :
their first meeting in Septem ber : following questionnaire, THE
COMM ENT hopes to find out the '"
and membe rs of the committe~' studen t's views on the Homeco
ming Queen situation. So please read:
have been· conduc ting both formal : the following information on
It was with great interest and, may I add, great amusem ent, that I read .
the various options listed, fill out the '"
and
informal surveys of the studen t: questionnaire, and hand it to a COMM
the above artides express ing the Studen t Govern ment Association's
ENT staff membe r .
:
. body concern ing this issue.
positio n on Homeco ming Queen. Let's start with the earliest articles:
Here are the options:
.
.
'
.
:
During
the meetings many ideas. _._. _1. Keep the Hom~commg Queen
two letters published in the Octobe r 9,1975, issueof THE COMMENT.
and process as It has ?een run In : .
about changing the traditio nal'" the past-·Each club nomma tes
The Jetter from Ms. Deanne Sullivan of the Action Center for Women is
a woman who they feel exemphfies schQol •..
selectio
n
of the Queen ,were: · spirit. Then a photo of each nomine
obViou sly, although underst andably , biased. Many women do ascrib~
e is posted across from the :
to
discuss ed. These included_ . the: bookstore. Each student whovot
the. heavily feminist position of Ms. SUllivan, .but there are also.ITla
es c~ooses five candida tes. The five '"
ny
possibili
ty
of
a
new methjod ad. women receiving the most yotes are the semi·fin
wome n on this campus who have more traditional viewpoints and,
alists. These go before a : .
in
sele<:t ing a woman to be: small pa!'lel of j~dges who
fact would be uncomfortable if they tried to change their views.
repr~sent v~rious are~s of the coUege. :
This
Homeco
ming
Queen
as well as· community. The Judges ask question s whIch are deSigne
lett~r is' invalid as a support of the SGA standpo int be.cause it simply
d to show the •
changing the entire 'proces s and: charact er 'and personality of
states the feminist viewpoint without taking into conside ration the rest
the, nomin~e. The winner of.the title is :
of
making
the
central
figure a. announ ced an? cr~wned at half-tlm~ durmgt~e Homeco
the college community and their needs.
..
mmg football :
.
Homeco ming Represe ntative .who. game. The major dlsadva.ntage
The letter from Mr. Stephen Laskoff, then Senato r at Large, also
to thiS method IS that many women are ..
could
be
male
or
femalea
~d.
be:
picked because of their looks, not their persona l contributions to the:
printe d in the Octobe r 9, 1975, COMM ENT, makes a little more sense
il!
selected on the basis of leaders hip: college.
its inclusio n as part of the SGA's argume nt, jf only insofar as this
person
•
qualities. The commit tee advertised •
is a membe r of the SOA. The overwhelming fault of this Jetter
,
is its
.
:
the
time
and
place ofthese meetin gs: ~2 .. Keep. the Queen and
didacti cism,-i ts. preachy ·attitude .. Mr. Laskoff propose>! a motion
to
extensively,in the hope of solicitin g: tradltlon of a Queen, but; change chang~ the process~-Carry on t~e :
recomm end that campus organizations not. nomina te Homeco
the proces~ soa~ to shIft the empha sIs.
ming
ideas and student particio pationo n '. from beauty to personalJfy. One
Queen candidates. His rationale , as he stated, was that "it
way of domg thIS would be to have a •
is
this
issue.
'
: brief biographical sketch of each nominee posted, rather than merely
discrim inatory and chauvinistic." According to whom? His persona
:
l
Tnere was student responSe, and: showing a photo.
l:le1i~fs,pis peer: group's beliefs, or his constitu ency'sb elief,s? It
seems to
:
several student s came to the'.
·me that 'the student body, the whole student bqdy which is represe
'. .
nted
..
meetings to express their opinion s: __. _,3. Chang~
•.. by & Senator at Large, was not consult ¢donth ejssue. Laskoff.further
the ~rocessto inclu~e men--Suggestio~s have been:
to:
and vote on the issue. Much of the· estabhs ha Homeco mmg Represe
stated that his opinion "as a concern ed studerlf is that the election
ntative or Regent of either sex, or to •
ora
discuss
ions
center
ed
on the: institute both aXing and aQueen .
homec oming. queen. is wrong;"Ag~in,this seems to. bea persona
l
:
historical basis .for' selecting .a :
OPinio n, ratherth an that 6f a concerned_ senator . Mr. Laskoff's letter,
.
like
•
.
.
Queen,:
and
the
commit
tee-cam
Mi.. Sullivan's; chose to ignore those opinions of the student s which
e to: -._.__4. Eliminate the p~~ition altogether--and. avoid
all these:
t h e. c 0 n cJ us ion t hat the _ argume nts,' but lose the traditIon
differe d from his own.
-..
.
•
.... Contro versy over the Homeco ming Queen continued. in 1976.
Homec oming Queenwa~ an.
.
.
.
.
A
.
.
I...
.
.
:
anachro
nism a traditio n left over" ___5. You have no oplnlon--but at
)ett~r.: dated Octobe r 8,1976t was sentfrd m then SGA Preside nt Dottie
least fIll out thIS form and show us •
from the day~ beforei he awaren ess: . you were interest ed enough
to read the options.
:
of sexism and chauvinism caused :
4
THANK YOUl
•

a homecoming queen from SGA
and to recomm end to other campus

·w·
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2 THE COMMENT October 6, 1977

Editorials

Some members of the Homecoming Committee, in a brilliant piece of
democratic government, have decided to do away with the tradition of
Homecoming Queen at B.S.C.
There are quite a few people at this conege who would applaud this
action. They feel that electing a Homecoming Queen is a sexist
institution that is just as well don e away with.
Sexist or not, this is not the point. The point is that the Homecoming
Committee acted in an arbitrary manner, voting 10-6-1 to stride down a
traditional part of the Homecoming Week celebration. They did this
without the consent or even the knowledge of a majority of the student
body.
I could understand not bothering the students with a minor detail,
such as who marches first in the parade or which band to choose for the
dance. This is, however, a major decision to make in regardto the
festivities of· Homecoming Week.
As for S.G.A. senators and officers involved with Homecoming, it
appears that only a few are concerned with performing their elected
purpose of representing the students. However, three senators have
circulated a petition in felVor of keeping the practice of electing a queen_
Their petition has been ignored by the commttee.
I favor the the choosing of one woman a year as an honorary queen.
She shouldn't be, and at B.S.C. isn't elected on looks or personality
alone. The candidates for Homecoming Quenn are nominated by the
school's various SGA Sponsored organizations on the basis of their
contributions to the school. The students vote for five semi-finalists, who
are then subjected to interviews by a group, elected by the Homecoming
Committee. This group thensele~ts the winner of the contest.
Still, having female candidates only does not appeal to some pe9ple.
There are those who favor the alterative of of changing the title to
Homecoming Representative or to Homecoming Regent. This would
allow men who have made contributions to the school to be eligible, also.
The last alternative is not as popular as the former, but there are thos
who support it. The last one is to elect both a Homecoming Queen and
King on the same basis as which the present queen is chosen.
What I am trying to point out is (and listen up Homecoming
Committee) if any committee is to make a major change in tradition;
might I suggest first holding a referendum to find out the students'
opinion?
If the student body were to adopt any changes, or do away completely
with Homecoming queen I wouldn't care. As long a the students do away
with it on their own and not through a dictatorial committee's decree.
Carole Hamilton, chair person ofthe Homecoming Committee was
quoted in the May 5, 1977 issue of THE COMMENT as saying, ".. .I plan
to do my best in representing a variety of the Student interests in
organizing the best Homecoming ever.H
'"
Ms. Hamilton, these are your words_ So far I haven't seen much
representation from you or the committee. Might I suggest remembering
your words by taking a look at the aforementioned petition.
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Thank you

Courses

Beginning in October" several
courses will be 'offered at the
Dear Editor,
Catholic Center on campus~ If you
We wish to publicly thank Father
are interested in registering for one
Joe McNamara 'and Mr~ ,Tony
or more of these classes, call or visit
Souza for their. help in arranging Bill
Fr. Joe at the Center (697-2402) and
give your name' and the course
Bullock's testimonial. Without the
use of the facility and their guidance
which you would like to register for.
The classes are: Catholic Belief
in the preparations, it could never
and . Practice Classes for this
have been the success it was. Their
course will meet on Thursdays,
generosity is deeply appreciated.
October 13,20,27; November 3, la,
Student Athletic Trainers
17 at 11 am. A survey of the six
fundamental mysteries of Christian
life: Is there a purpose in my life?
Who is Jesus of Nazareth? What is
,originai.sin? IsJesus really present
:in the Holy 'Eucharist? Can we find
our sexual identity? Is there any way
Dear Editor,
:to be saved without Baptism? will be
We would like to express our
Idiscussed.
gratitude to President Rondileau for
. St. Mark's Gospel: Will meet on
allowing usrepresentation on the
Tuesdays, October 11, 18, 25;
Athletic Trainer Search Committee.
November 1, 8, 15 at 1 am. An
Our thanks also to Dean Deep, Dr.
This letter is addressed i
the overall survey of this"the shortest of
Comeau, Mr .. Lehmann, and Joe
people in the Program Committee. the four. gospels will take place.
Lamaothe, the S.G.A.' President, for
We realize that these people are
MarrIage Prep: A marriage
their positive inpuU By appointing
only doing their job. But there are a prep. COurse will be given for, all
Charles Rozanski, he allowed us a
few who carry their jobs to the full engaged couples or those
voice in the selection process. We
limit. During the Oct. 5 produc!ion cont 7mplating ,marriage. It will
hope the President's efforts to gain
of The National Theatre for the consIst of a series of five lectures
student input will not go unnoticgd.
Deaf, there were a few theatre and discussions conducted by a
Students of the Athletic Training
majors who tried to enjoy 20 panel of three married couples and
Curriculum
minutes worth of the production. Fr. McNamara., If interested, plcaase
These people were on a short break leave name,address and phone
from a four hour rehearsal. There number at the Center. Dates to be
had been written permission, for announced when registration is
them to see the show during this completed.
time. However, some of the ushers
Prayer of Centering Work
Open Letter to Dean Deep, Miss
decided to take matters in their own sh?p~ Christian prayer sessions
Fitzgerald, and Mr. Meany:
hands and refuse the theatre majors USI~~ ,teshniquesof Eastern
We would like to take this
their only, opportunity ,to see the Spl~lt~ahty, ,Transcendental
opportunity to thank, all of the
show~
Medltatton", and Early Christian
above-mentioned people for their
AllIen R. Fleming,
sourCQS. These will be coriduct~d
help and cooperation with the
Class of 1981
the first three weeks in December,
recent problems at the ,Hill
Cheryl Potvin,
byFr. M.cNamara.
concerning the shower situation.
Class of'1979
The Library! Will be open daily 8
Dean Deep, thank you for helping
am to '10 pm f9 r'QUIET study, and
research. Other rooms are available
us "to get some of the smaller
f
problems that a mean a10t out of the
or study.
way. It was greatly appreciated.
Bi~le ,Study: Eac~' Friday
Miss Fitzgerald, thank you for
"
mornIng from 9:00 am -9:45 am,
systematic survey and discussion of,
'
"
1·
ls~ning to our~ot~:~r&~o.n:,Pl~ints
f '"
the separate books of the Bible will
:f"~"~ "<i"hli"~.~""t.,",,!>I/I.j:,,,~,~:O:.i:'.~ • t 1! ~'~ \\,,;I";~.'ld1'll,'Ii" ',it'J;.~"'11.( 4"'~.$":' \'<::' , ','t,,, i , ;:~tq~Ei! ,pl~c'e.
-

Se"arch
Comntittee

In last week's COMMENT, we printed a schedule of Workshops to be
sponsored by the Old Colony 208 Water Quality Staff. Due to a conflict,
the date of the West Bridgewater Water Quality Workshop has had to be
changed to Thursday, October 6, 1977. It will be held at the same time
(7:30 p.m.) and same place as previously scheduled.

(although, they really were
founded), and thank you for looking
into and beginning action on the
problem. Mr. Meany, ittooka;vhile
for the work to begin, and it took an
awful lot of, complaining' - not to
mention the amount of water that
we swept up every morning, and the
numberoftimes that we had to dry
our rug' out, - but ,its almost
finished, and we really do appreciate
the fact that, the matter was taken
care' of. Thanks again to all of you.
The girls in 103 at the Hill
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C om m en ta ry :
by Do ug Sch orr
The Homecoming Committee, under the direction of Carole
Hamilton and the influence of the SGA, proclaimed a tyrannical decision
involving this year's Homecoming. The Homecoming Committee stating
that they decided on this action because it seems to represent
the student 's beliefs, the Homecoming Committee decided to eliminat
e
the time-honored tradition Homecoming Queen.
Looking at the stateme nt in perspective the decision does NOT
rerpres ent the student body's thinking. The seventeen members
who voted on the issue seemed to act arbitrarily. Student s were
not asked how they felt about the queen, because if they were
undoubtedly the Homecoming Committee would have voted differently.
In my conversations with the BSC student s, there has been
unanimous support in favor of HAVING a Homecoming Queen.
Many of the people interviewed expressed shock and disbelief
after being informed of the committee's decision. They could
not believe that the committee would act with such abusive
authority without asking the. student body how they felt
about the issue. Sevente en members should not be able to
eliminate a college tradition with such haste and ease.
The student s at BSC deserve an apology from Joe Lemothe,
president of the SGA, for letting such an action pass through
his office.
.
Carole Hamilton, the 2nd vice-president of the SGA and
the Homecoming Committee Chairperson is not without blame,
either. Ms. Hamilton has once again proved how short-lived
and dependable campaign promises are. After the elections
last year, Carole stated,! t' is both an honor- and a pleasure
.... and in a position to represent the student s at BSC .....
I plan to do my best in representing a variety of student
interests in organizing the best Homecoming ever."
Carole, you were very assertive in expressing your beliefs
" against there being a Homecoming Queen. As chairperson of the
Homecoming Committee, other members of your committee were
probably influenced by your stateme nts. Now, I ask you, how
is this to be "the best Homecoming ever" without a Queen?
Do you plan on staging a fashion show to replace it? And
in
regards to the Alumni, do you believe that they won't be
upset by this decision? Since you were spokesp erson for the
committee, why don't you explain to them at Halftime why
there won't be a Queen? If you do, possibly you11 be
greeted with a barrage of tomatoe s and a chorus of boos.
Yourcommi~tee . . denied th~)5QJ.Qolof,a.traditiofl;
with ver>,
littler:egard for theBS C student s ways of thinking. Didn)t you say
you
plannecicm "repres entinst he studeJ1ts at BSC and·3va riety ofstudent
·lnterests?~ This decision thC!tyour commit tee passed
bya ·10-6-1 vote
.:' . B~~inlY"has:tloqirect correl£\!ionto yc)Ur. previous stateme nt. In order
··foryo ur committee fo PMs anactio nof this sort, you· should .have
filedare rferend um. Then,Y ou could say that you had represe ntedfirst
the
student interests. As 2nd VP ofthe SGA, I'm sure you rememb er what
a
referendum is. It seems your committee has made a bad decision and
as
Chairman of the Committee, you must shoulder the blame. '
Ms Hamilton's committee has passed an action that relates to. the
SG~'s stand on the. Homecoming Queen. Their stand has been
again~t
havmg a Homecommg Queen and as 2nd vice preside nt of the· SGA
Carole is carrying her. beliefs to the committee. I think I can sa~
somewhat accurately that his decision eventually leads back to the SGA
as a whole .. This is not just another decision made by a committee but
a
reflectioJ:l qfthe .associ~tiol1's .stando n the issue. The SGA, the;efor
e,
~.~ .~mly be looked on as a dictatorial, authoritarian, .selfish group
of
md.vl~uaIswho look out for. their own interests, rather than those
ofthe
students.
' ,
Chris M~Carthy, a membe r of the .Homec oming Committe~,
express ed hIS though ts on the. matter' ..
. . '....'
.
'1f the student s at BSC reallycar~d.about-havinga.Hornecomi
ng
Queen~ then they would rlCweshowed 'uo. ior the rrleetings thatfh
CommIttee. held .. Only. afew· student s mjtside qf the commit tee weree,
present at, th~ meetin gs;sbw e r~pr~Setited thatas the.ylew50f the,SSc
'
~tudents-~they just don't care about whethe r 'or not there
iwill be a'
Homecoming Queen! "
' _ _"
_
.... (I?,r~~ar1~·t~:y?llr~sta:t~ei1ts;;(;ptis:·.yOU feall¥s tepp¢4 9
dfof
: bQl1n~,:.~f;)~;.(:a.n t .e:>c~ct.·aU'~tu,dents . .•. whQ :flreconc:ern-ecI;cabout
!i0meco~mgQ~~J?- to ap.Ma~~ttfieIl1ee.tings. M2tily ofthe.studet)ts'ilre:
lJlVolve~ tn·. actIVlbe$, .•. w~rklIlg . at >variousjo"lSs. ··or .studyin
g.
up;commgtests, Tune does not allow themto s',;how up f()rmeetingsfor
of
thIS sort. Anyway).they shopldn lt have to: Tfie Commi ttee is suppos ed
to represe nt the VIews of the BSe studen ts.lthin kyour statem ent is-a
poor ,excuse for an asinine and absurd deCision. You have nofasct s to
?ac~ up your s!ateme nts,You 'rejList making a vague generalization
to
JustIfy your actIo n..
. .
.
Ol';le membe r of·the 'SGA· has proven that 'he will represe~t' the'students,. though. Jim Driskell, a sophom ore senator of the SGA has
thrown hIS support behind a petition to alow members of sse to. vote
among themselves on the issue of whethe r or not there should be
a
Homecoming Queen.
.
Jim ~as said,"The.committe is wrongEor arbritarily making a decision
that WIll have a great effect on every student at Bridgewater State
College .. Sevente en memb~rs can not decide· what the college
commumty does and doesn t need. The SGA has· definitely infringe
d
upon tyh"
.,
'.
.
. U)
He .added, Carole Hamtlton has been very adaman t and vocal in her
negatIve thoughts towards the trad!tio~ .of Hornecoming Queen.
Howe~er> she has stepped 0l:lt~ide <;>f her bounds by· allowing
her
commlttee to make such a deCISIon Without first filing a referen dum"
With thi? in mind, the student s at BSC should be urged to speak o~t
an.d le~ ~hel~ thoughts be known. Tell your Class officer your viewpoinfon
thIS cntlcall ssue so that after a while, enough student pressur e wi1lforc
e
the SGA and the Homecoming Committee to change their decision.
i
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by Anne M. McAdams
Homecoming or coming home, that is what it means to many Alumni
of universities and colleges across the nation. It is a time to gather with
old friends and reminisce over memories shared.
Homecoming, is bonfires-;' tailgating parties, rallies in the gym, its
dancing singing, and anything else one might think of to have a good
time.
Homecoming is traditional; and most schools and colleges always
have Homecoming queens, including Bridgewater State College.
Well not this year, things have changed. The Homecoming Committee
voted, and in their judgement it was not necessary to have a
Homecoming queen. The reasons were many and not new; lack of
,.
student interest, it's archaic, it's sexist, Ws not a progressive idea.
It appears however that the iSSLtr of Homecoming queen is not settled.
Many students appear to favor having a Homecoming queen and
petitions have been drawn regarding the matter.
This is the first 'OPEN MOUTH' article and. the questions asked
concerning Homecoming queen: Do you favor the decision made by the
Homecoming Committee? Do you think that the Committee should
have asked the student body in a poll? How. do you feel about the
concept of Homecoming queen in general?
'1 think they should still have a Homecoming queen, I think its a nice
tradition. I think that not having a Homecoming queen and other
traditions would result in more apathy on campus. I think that they
should have held a referendum, and the Alumni should have been asked
. as well."
Debbie Jewett; Senior; Weymouth.
'1 believe that the student s should have been asked. Personally I don~t
agree with the idea. If people considered it sexist, they could have a King
and Queen Representative. Personally I don't think they need it." Cathy
Rondinelli; Junior; Norwood.
'1 believe that we should have a Homecoming queen, it is a big part
of
the Homecoming events. A few students don't have the right to make
decisions, they should have asked the students.· Perhap s they could
change it to be more representative and not a beauty queen contest.
Cathy Goudie;Freshman.
'1 feel the idea is superficial, and trivial, but if people want it,why not
have it?"
Mary Sweeney; Senior; Weymouth.
'1 think that for those people that are involved in Homecoming, the
Homecoming queen is an important part, as important as the parties that·
go on. There are probab\'Y mOTe people that don't care but 'YOU can't'.
exc\u~e those who do. 1 don't think a referendum
would have proved
anything bec=luse no one would have voted." Barba.ra BensoIl' Senior"·
'·
Bridgewater.
.
•
,
'1 think they should have held a referendum. I also believe they should
keep it because of tradition, but if shouldn't be a beauty or popularity
contest. A girl should have to have certain qualiflcations, like being
involved in campus activities." Sheila Brennan; Freshm an; Wood Hall.
''The student s should have been asked, a small number of people
should not have made the decision. I believe they should have it because
it's traditional, it creates the mood of the day. It is an honor for the
student, and it should remain a girl." Kevin Murphy; Junior-Senior;
Pembroke.
'1 agree with the committee decision. The idea is absolete. For
a
matter as frivolous as this. a referendum was, not necessary. Also
considering you can barely get enough people to.vote on an'election."
Pat Ward; Senior; Scott Hall.
'1 think they should have a Homecoming queen because of tradition
.
The· Homecoming Committee should have asked the .student body how
'
they felt'" Susal'!. Brennan; Freshman; .Great HiIl.
, 'There should be such a thing. as tradition. For that reason
.Homec omingq ueensh ould be left as is. ForaH those males wishing
t~
run, a new tradition ofHomecoming king could be established. "
~lirri BiUings;Junior; Kingswood;
"The Hornecorningq'(jeenshouldnot be abolished because it
part
C?f traditi~. Itdo~sn?thurt anyone or perform adiss~rvice to the college
so){~ep It. I, don t:thJn~that people,were aware thedicis
ion was being
. , ,made: I dqn tfe~l thatltlN as aJ(ir?e, enough concern to warran t a single
".referendum;} thmk that perhi:tps ltcould have beef} ,included ina larger
..•.. referendum: that ... hadothercoIleg~ . progra s which .WerE;! •. to
.be
J11
,c.()t1~i.dered..• I'nisur ;ea lot 'of people· getqff on·
it"'~ohnMacLaren;
·S~mQr;;arantR()ck;
,,
II
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SGA.

'Continued from pg 1

Oct. 1975
T:'"lere are,

as a concerned
the e1ection of a
I
old
"',!'~n'''';""",,r,,''''

;"'aiues of the contest are
being considered.

M~n is needed because the
ca.~tes for homecoming queen

have become a focru point for
~p£aced tJalues.
WiD you asconceme individuals
continue being chauvinistic and
dehumanu:ing? I lea\'e this matter
up to you to consider. I urge you to

other issues

at hand, In si.Jch contests women
are put on display. exploited, gaz~d
on, and rated on such superficial
characteristics as height, weight,
bust size, hairstyle. etc. Even more
underhanded is the fact that women
are acclaimed and awarded
recognition for possessing these so
called "desirable" characteristics.
FeUowwomen,consider this: Each
of us possesses a unique
temperament and personality. We
ha\..'e the power and the ability to
work with this in order to promote
the betterment of ourselves and
others. Is it not far more just that we
are responsible for rather than
something that is beyond our
power?

Editorial Response continued
Tisa.'ich and her Executive Advisor, Joe Lamothe, to the heads of the
dubs and organizations. Again, SGA cited their reason for not
oolnin,ahng a Homecoming Queen as believing the institution to be

sse

Perhaps this is all a roundabout
way of making a point, It is my
contention that beauty contests or
contests for Homecoming Queen
are unjust in that they bypass the
most vita! qualities a human being
COUld possess. They... are '1abelled
"beauty contests" yet,tney do not
truly seek beauty.
For in any true search for beauty
one must look past superficial
qualities and gaze within the
heart, mind,and very soul of a
person
Deanne Sullivan
Action Center for Women
October 9, 1975

continued from pg 1

Oct 1977
comprehensive plan for changing
the Homecoming Queen into
something more dignified and
realistic, so the empty tradition of
the Queen is dead and hopefully
buried. If there is widespread
student support and input into the
committee for a representative at
future Homecomings, perhaps that
idea will rise like a Phoenix out of the
ashes of the sexist meat parade that
has been put to rest by the
Homecomiog Committee.

continued from pg

IlJomen's Rights and the ERA are

.:he most dramatic; examples of the
trend toward equality in all aspects
of life. This is Bridgewater's
opportunutity to join those other
leaders in promoting these causes.
, They are by no means radical or
Lamothe send a letter to all clubs revolutionary ideas. They simplu
and organizations stating the express what most of us already
rationanle why the Senate did not believe and practice.
nominate a Homecoming Queen,
We hope that you will take the
including the reasons that it is Senate's action i under careful
discriminatory and chauvinistic consideration. We do not oppose
(Meehan, Gorman) Passed 12-4-2. the entire idea of choosing a
The Senate recognizes that
although Homecoming is part of the spokesperson or ceremonial head
Bridgewater tradition, and the from among our ranks to be the
concept of a Homecoming Queen designatied Homecoming rep resacting as the student representative entative. What we do oppose js the
and ceremonial head 0 the inequality which remains at this
Homecoming activities is a valid otherwise progressive institutuion.
Thank you for considering this
one, the college has not adapyed the
antiquated practice of selecting a matter. We hopre for your support
"'Queen" to
in changing our outdated ways.
HQueen" to their more progressive Sincerely,
mood which prevails today. A moee Dorothy A. Tisevich'
equitable choice would be that od a S.G.A. President
Joseph R. Lamothe
Homecoming Representative; a Executive Advisor
student who, male or female, has
demonstrated leadership among
his/her peers, possesses poise and
is articulate; someone who is truly a
representative of Bridgewater's
student bOGY.
The current movements for

Oct 1976

Next issue
October 20th

""discriminatory al1d chauvinistic:' although they do admit that the
HomeciQ!F.li'ng Queen and her ceremonial function are valid concepts.
Again, no student referendum was taken, no members of the general
student
GA:'ere asked their opinion. At least this time, we did not have
~he ,':rdent ZI!t3cks of Sullivan and Laskoff; rather, this letter was a quiet
ex~)!ar~atfOr. of the "official" SGA view. The Fall '76 Homecoming, as
most upperdassmen should remember, was the one where SODA, a
fiel::lghng Lampoon Sodet~l (since defunct), ran Al Silva as a candidate for
HO'melColr:"'I1'lg Representative. Aithough Mr. Silva was serious in his
attitudes about 1iomecoming Queen" contests. the

a
for r:-:e !'TIOS~ par:, be;;::ause it v.1as
SGA and !he Homecoming Committe, both of whom so
esPO,l..lse the ideals of equalit)".
here we are in 1977. and guess what? We have another
controversy over Homecoming Queen. No. we don't have anti-Queen
~ters in THE COMMENT and we probably won't have another Al Silva
situatton. Why? Because the Homecoming Committ~e has decided that
there shot:Jd. not :even be a Homecoming Queen this ye.ar. This action
was canied oot without the consent or awareness of the students.
Theart1cle IRe' received from the SGA in eonjuncttoo wHomecoming
C~tft ts, ~e but true, an absurdity. We don't doubt that
the ~oming Committee discUS$ed the issue fully, but to claim that
"~!$ of the committee have been conduding both fannal and
informal ~ of tbestudent body concerning this issue" is Iu~rous.
The eXJent oifthe ..fortn& surveys". has been one petition, in fa~r of
k~ Homecommg Queen. which was circulated by two members of
the SGA who are not on the Homecoming Committee. The petition was
Cttculatl"d and $gned by many people before the Committee decision on
the ~, but if wa-s not biooght to the Committee's attention. It
proba~Y l.ilQUiId have made littl:e impact. anyway. The «informal" surveys
are to(} imprecise to be considered valid judgements of opinion as there is
()f
how many Of which students were spoken to.
arlk:~ goes on to say that the committeE advertised the time and
of r~r corrnnittee meetings "'extensively..·.SQ extensively that Ms,
Halrrult:on and friends did oot see fit to pubkize·in THE COMMENT.
an 00 in the paper would have helped students to find out about
C o,rru'l11Utee But
really ties in to the idea of cooperation among
In order to realize each other's ~imurm
beside the point.l still fal1 t.o see justification of the term,
=:s.:r:nl::ti7i::. :':-:: e.::d

:~a~':~::r::sm ta:l€d~

trus

It Wa$ also pointed out that the Homecoming Committee was
spending too much time on discussion of the Queen issue. A simple
refertfodum v.'OUld have soived their· quandary--letting the students
decide on the issue \lJOIJld remove this burdensome task from the
(ommitt~'s back. Whether Of not the referendum would have been
binding". at least the committee W'OUkl have had a guideline for a decision.
The last sentence of this article simply offends my sense of the English
ianguase· "If there is widespread student support and input into the
committee for a (Homecoming} representative at future Homecomings r
perhaps the idea will rise like a Phoenix out of the ashes of the sexist meat
parade that has bee'nput to rest by the Homecoming Committee."
Really, you guys! A Phoenix? Out of the "meat parade?'" "Put to rest?"
What unattractive use of the mixed metaphor! First of all. referring in so
many ~rds to aU past candidates for Queen as "'pieces of meat" is highly
insulting. Even unlibe·rated women have their rights to live as they
choose" And since the Phoenix only rises once in a thousand years, is
that how long the student body must wait before their voice is heard?
And u,IM appointed the Committee to the position of clergy. that they
can "put to rest" any sick or dying institution? Someone needs a lesson in
a,s opposed to pretentious phraseology.
simple
I wou ld
to sum up my opinion of this whole situation: the SGA and
its comrmttees .:ire turning into self-serving organizations which have lost
sight of theIr primary' iunction··to represent the sludent body and its
interests, h seems that we have lost our voice in Student Government at
the e:<pense of a, strong feeling that SGA must run smoothly and calmly
at ali costs, Well, fellow college·community members, they say it is
most calm before the storm breaks. let's stir up that storm and
Ih,,'> SGA, and lei's get results!

AROBERT CHARTOFF-IRWIN WINKLER Production' AKEN RUSSELL Film

RUDOLF'NUREYEV,IJVALENTINO"

LESLIE CARON ·MICHELLE PHILLIPS and CAROL KANE
Associate Producer HARRY BENN . Written by KEN RUSSELL and MARDIK MARTIN
Directed by KEN RUSSELL· Produced by IRWIN WINKLER and ROBERTCHARTOFF
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THIS WEEK AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

LIbrary Service
H as Improved
In a previous article' the reader printers and a retrieval
development of The Clement C. machine to assist in using the
Maxwell Library over the past materials in the. collection.
decade was discussed as' well as Curriculum library staff members
current probl~ms with regard to also carryon specialized reference
funding. In this article Dr. Owen T. and bibliographical projects.
P. McGowan, Librarian, reviews
Not to be forgotten are the
library services, how they Special Collections of the library,
developed during the same period almost non-existent a decade ago.
and the library's plansand hopes for Today they are housed in three
the future.
rooms, open daily and staffed by a
In 1964, when the library was still rare books expert. Collections
housed in its old quarters now the include works by and about
Art Center, service~ were minimal. Theodore Roosevelt, Lincoln and
The building was open only 65 hours Dickens. This department is also
a week and it was closed completely responsible for the ever-changing
on holidays and frequently during exhibits throughout the library
vacation periods. Now it is open 88 building, always keyed to
hours weekly, including every week contemporary happenings of
day of every vacation and usually on significance or to anniversaries of
the afternoons and evenings of legal historic events ..
holidays.
The circulation activities of the
Reference services hardly existed library have, like those of other
10 years ago, but through the years departments, greatly increased.
they have increased until today the Circulation has almost tripled
library offers the fulltime services of during the past decade. The
ree librarians who prepare circulation department, however,
bibliographies for faculty members does more that circulate books.
and students, direct research, assist This versatile friendly department
faculty and student in obtaining handles all the reserve books at the
material in many subject fields, library. It retieves badly needed
assist in library orientation material for the patron who needs
programs and carryon the normal speedy service and it attempts to
day to day information-finding keep us all honest by reminding us
activities of all reference desks, that books must. be charged and
numbering 12,454 transactions returned on time.
during the last fiscal year.
In presenting this review of the
This department also supervises library, emphasis has been given to
the government documents the services which are available.
collection, the map collection and The library plans to continue giving
the general vertical file.
service, for that is its primary
Closely allied to reference, the mission.
periodicals department has also
In a previous article it was pointed
experienced a tremendous growth
over the past decade. Many back
runs of periodicals have been
acquired and the list of current

p(~riodicals received has grown from
about 600 to more than 1400.

International Students

out that funds for library materials at
Bridgewater had reached a
dangerous low. Unless something is
done soon to remedy this situation
the academic program will suffer as
library development is stifled and
services are curtailed. Collection
dev.~lopment and sevice to patrons
are the two most important aspects
of lihrarianship. To carry it out,
however, support is needed from
every segment of the college
community and beyond.
In 1969 a library fee was instituted
at all the State Colleges to help the
libraries develop better collections
and offer greater services to the
college programs. Through the
years the cost of materials and
services have soared, while the
library fee remained static. The
situation was not too difficult when
other funding (capital outlay and
other State allocations) was
available, but since such sources
have dried up the situation has
gradually worsened. In 4 other State
Colleges at least a partial answer to
this situation has been to double the
modest library fee. Should we
consider'this possibility?
.No matter what decision is
reached, the library needs your
help. If we are to survice, there is a
need to begin looking hard at our
values if we want to continue having
the best library in the State College
System.
Let's not lose the tremendous
gains we have made over the past
decade.
If you have ideas or suggestions
please let us know.

Blood D rive
·

used to and which she also ofteh
by Regine Zwerger
misses.
This is CLAIRE KASSE from
ON the contrary: Claire fears
Uganda....
misusing that total freedom in a way
Claire, the president of ISA she sometimes notices among
(International Students Organyoung people here. "People often
ization)), might be known by quite a dom't know where to. stop; as a
lot of "old students", because she is result of a lack of guidelines they
attending BSC for the third year. often exceed. the boundaries", she
Claire came to America in 1974.
says.
After having spent some time in
So Claire, when sh~ ha~ finished
New York she transferred to in Amerika, wants to {eturn to
. Bridgewater. Because she had left
Uganda ilegally, her beginning in the Uganda in order to " transfer the
"New World" was combined with theoretical knowledge into practical
lots of difficulties concerning the work~according to the needs of my
visum, passport, etc. Also coming country." Claire is a senior biology
major. In the beginning she suffered
from a country where "nobody
would dare to publish a cartoon of under the many course requirethe president, where girls would be ments of the College. With the help
of her chemistry tutor, Marc
arrested at one once when wearing ·-d/Alarcao, she finally succeeded in
pants and where the length of the
being named on the Dean's list.
hair is prescribed for everyone",
After graduation, Claire wants to go
Claire had to get used to American
to graduate school and with her
liberties.
Master's Degree she intends to
Except for some very' few' return home "to take advantage of
incidents' when people imagined the huge parts of uncivilized land in
Claire's home country as the world Uganda by getting involved in
of Tarzan ("Db you live in the prac~ical.agri~ulture."
trees?"), she had no great difficulties
In her function as the president of
in adjusting herself to the
open minded life on campus. "Of the IS A, Claire wants to further the
course, I had to muddle through, exchjange of ideas between the
but I got help from the students and American and the International
especially from my teachers", she students, to "broaden a knowledge
you won't get in ,class." Dinners or
declares.
In spite of that new gained panels held by International (or
freedom, even though she had the American?) students seem to her a
opportunity to "change", 'Claire good opportunity for this and "this
wants to stay African; she does not program of the ISA will take this in
want to forget the culture she is consideration. "

Open Mouth continued
Pierce; Senior; Mattapan.

It appears that the Homecoming queen issue is not resolved S

:who'

students feel. that they' weren't informed and many questio~s ~r~:
because of thIS. Were students not informed by the committee? S'
anddPosters were ~isible regarding scheduled meeting times, ope~ t~~~:
stUdent body. Old the committee assume too much in regards to
stu ent apathy and interest?
'
Perso~ally I find it refreshing to see· a differing of opinions to see
stude~t Interest. Hopefully if the students can get involved on 'a social
!evel, It means that they are interested in getting involved with other
~~es. Issues that effect them as citizens, students and individuals.

'operation of
75 pints of,
. The
, . "very successf1JI library
sophmore class was a close second
cooperative .which brings four
with 7'1 pints, the seniors placed
Southeastern Massachusetts
third with 60 pints, and the freshman
libraries . into a resource-sharing
dass of '81 placed fourth with 49
ar:angement. SMCL permits
pints. The faculty and staff
Bndgewater students, faculty and
combined for 7 pints.
staff to use the facilities of three
There were 222 total pints of
neighboring college libraries. The
blood that were donated. Forty
reference and periodical staff
people were turned down, but are
members help patrons make the
recorded in the figures for their
best possible use of these adjunct
efforts.
collections.
. Dean Martha Jones noted that
Ten years agQ the curriculum
even though the 222 pints is below
library was only as'inall, sporadically
the goal of 300, this was the largest
staffed and some what haphazard
n1;lmber of pints donated in the fall
collection of textbooks. Today it is
semester.
"
staffed at all times and offers
There will two more bloodmobiles
students the resources of the ERIC
in the spring semester. Dean Jones
microfiche collection in addition to a
also noted that any student or a
large and well cataloged collection
member of a BSC students' family
-<.;>f test books, children's and young
can use the BSC blood bank at any
adult titles, standardized tests and a
time whether or not they were
comprehensive vertical file. There
donors. All one has to do is notify
are several microfiche readers,
the Health Services or the Office of
Student Life.
IIOCOIOO~~

, "~PI endMoul~~ is a student opinion column. Issues covered will be of a
socIa an po ItlcaJ nature."
The format of. the columnist is random interviews with student i
If y~u ~v~ an Issue you would like to~see investigated1 or to find ~ut if
you 5 an a o~e, or a~tualJy represent a universally held opinion on
campus, submit questIons, and/or opinions to the "OPEN MOUTH"
reporter; Anne M. McAdams'· mailbox.

SEE
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We want to know
. what you want/
C'lass officers of 1978
want to find 'out how
feel about your senior year.
,Come to the:
'
SENIOR
"SURVEY
.
Date:Oct.6. &7
.
Place:ln /ront of the
,...__~_ Bookstore
..
........

~

We offer one of the largest selections of designer to
, moderate priced frames in the areal

* Contact. lenses ~

* Student discount with I.D.
* Prompt, professional ~ervice
* Eye exanlsarranged

I .
~

Middleboru Medical Center
339 Centre Street
Middleboro .Mass.

.

947-9~2l

.
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QtfJt~rtn·a
prtf)tnttb bp
tbt political stit ntt club

Ap ath y
It is surprisi ng that so few political
science majors are actively involved
in their 0IiI.'n dub. At this year's first
meeting of the Poli·Sci Club there
were fewer than twen't1J-five people
present , and that induded the dub's
officers and faculty membersl
Consjde ring the fact that the club
makes rriC1jor decisions effecting
every politica l science student here
at sse, there must be a
tremen dous amount of ignorance
and letharg y on campus. or the
dub's membe rs are doing an
excepti onal job representing each
and every- interest relevant to the
issues it faces. It hardly seems
plausible tna! each and erery
person's interests can be realized by
the dub's present membership.
Perhap s the majority of political
science students (u:ho aren't club
membe rsJ aren't concerned with
internsh ips, funding for activities,
trips to Washington D.C., the Stat£~
House, the United Nations, and
opportu nines to attend speci:ll
confere nces on securities and
international issues. Then aga:n,
perhaps those non-members arer't

even interested in themselves an<..
the education there here at BSC for
because it's for them and thejr
education al benefit that the Political
Science Club was founded and
operates. Apathy, it would seerl,
funs wild in the ranks of our studer,~t
population.

T-S hir ts
Political Science T·Shirts bearing
the words:
PS... 1 Love You
Politica l Science at SSC
win be on sale October 17-21 near
the bookstore in the Union from 9
a'TI-2 pm. The cost is ONLY $3.00!·See you in yours!

Int ern shi p

individual and placement.
However, there are a limited
number of internship ppenings
availabie, and to date those student s
who have participated in the
program have been seniors. The
positions open to the student body
this year have already been filled,
but those students interest ed in
internship study for next year are
urged to meet with Prof.
Clifford.HopefuIly, the number of
openings for next year's program
will increase and underclassmen
may take advantage of internship
placement. There is a possibility for
earning credit for placements
arranged through the student , with
the consent of the Political Science
Dept., so underclassmen may find
openings next year.
The program is intended to give
students the opportunity to learn
first-hand the operation of civil
service employees on a local as well
as a state level. The wide
variety of position s availab le
through these internship openings
should provide students with the
chance to discover the vast arrey of
offices covered by the term civil
service, greatly enhancing any
education i~political science.

TR IP

Last year marked the beginning of
On Tuesday, October 18, the
an internship program in the Political
Science Club will sponsor a
Political Science Department. The trip to the
State House in Boston. A
program, which enables qualified . bus will leave
from in-front of the
students to earn .credit through Student
Union that morning at 9 am
outside employment, is headed by and return
at 5 pm. Sign-up sheets
Prof. Guy Clifford. Credit ranging will be posted
outside the Political
from 3-15 hours may be arranged Science Dept.
office for anyone
with Prof. Clifford, depenaing on the interested.

SG A News

Tu esd ay' s
•

tl'l~etin!l,·.,

TItere . was ameefu ig o( ilik
S.G.A on Tuesday, October 4.
1977_ The meeting was called t~
order at 6;07 with a quorum of 17
membe rs" acknow ledging the
resignat ion ofJoe Johnson, Senator
at Large~ After approval of the
Minutes and Fmancial· report.
attention was focused on committee
repoet busines s. The Ways and
Means Budget Hearings will begin
November 11 1977, budgets will be
posted Dec:em ber·2. 1977 and the
$enatew ilt wte Decemb erl1, 1971.
Also discussed were the Rightsand
Freedoms Coounittee intentions to
hold a serninat with lawyers1 open to
the student s_ tentatiVeiy to be held
on
Octobe r 19? 1977 at 7:00 p.m.
. President Lamothe started off the
Executive Reportw ith asummatlon
of the Bridgewater Board of
Selectm en meeting held MOnday
night, Octobe r 3, 1977. Extension of
the Rathske Uar hours as wen as
extensio n· of the Formal Dining
room Hours and a fun liquor license
were items discuss ed The pros and
cons at the extended. hours w.ere
discussed and the Board of DS
Selectmen is expected to reach a
decision in two to three weeks..
Second Vtce·president Hamilton
mentioned Homecoming events
which was one of the main topics
discussed during last week's S.G.A.
session . The Health Service

r

..

committee and Student Advi$ory
Commission alSo, presente d their~

MUSIC IANS!
A meeting will be held for all of those who are interest ed in organiz ing
a

musical group, student -run. If you play an instrum ent, we need
you.
Tuesday , Oct. 11. 6:30 in UG4--please attend.

PI KAPPA DELTA
Officers of Pi Kappa Delta for the year 1977-78:
PRESIDENT--Mary Foley
VICE-PRESIDENT--Mary C. Carroll
SECRE TARY-TREASURER--Joan McElvenny

FREE· mIP!!
Trip to Mystic SeapGr t on Saturda y, Octobe r 22. Free
bus
transpo rtation. Leaves BSC at 8:30 am, returns at 5-6 pm. Signup
table
across from booksto re Oct. 11-13,9:00-2:00. Sponso red by the History
Club.

FOREN SIC SOCIE lY

Officers for the year 1977-78:
PRESIDENT--Mary C. Carroll
VICE-PRESIDENT--Mike Casey
SECRETARY--Joan McElvenny
TREASURER--David Correia
There will be meeting s of the Forensi c Society on Thurs., Oct. 6 and
Tues., Oct. 11, both at 11:00, held in the Pit (S.U. Speech Offices)
.
Persons interest ed in joining the society . are welcom e to attend.
Everyon e is encoura ged to come, whethe r they are interest
ed in
compet ing or just oDserving compet itions for the academ ic experie
nce.

BRIDG EWATE R FORU M

',A public forum will be held in Bridgew ater on Thursda y, Octobe
r 13 at
7:30 p.m. in the Academ y Building. The issues that will be discuss
ed
include: control of agricultural runoff, municipal wastew ater disposa
l,
prevent ion of problem s from future growth, and institution of wetland
s
and floodplain zoning. All residen ts are urged to attend and particip
ate .
.Future federal and state water quality funding (including aid to the towns
for sewer constru ction) will be allocate d in accorda nce with the 208
plan.

EARTH SCIEN CE AND GEOG RAPH Y CLUB

On Sept. 28, 1977, Dr. Maier, Chairm an of the Science Dept., gave
a
the first of a

. . ..
·Om lna·t-·10ns

.. .-. . -. .

t
Na tio nw ide ·1
re
i
t. invites-BSC studSto
ents to
Ham & ,
try their

tCh ees e San dwi ch,S ubm arin e,
. Sandwiches,Meatballs,Spaghetti
,
tSau ces Cold Cuts ,and our spec ial-l id
'. poun d of roast beef on a roll for 89Q;. ,
,Ang elo's Nationwide is located att
Bridgewater . Ctr. near Bridgewate.]
.
Savings Ban k .
...... , r
.........

t

A TTENT ION JUNIO RS!
A float commit tee for Homeco ming is being formed. All those interest
ed
and willing to .help, PLEASE contact one of your class officers. (Their
names and placeS to be reached are listed on the class bulletin board
in
the Student Union.) Thank You--Your Officers.

class elections must be turned in by
referendum on the
Friday, October 7, 1977 at 5:00~p.m. Lamothe questioned the effort
Mr. Chase will talk about forecast ing the cold, cold winter of 1976-77
of
. For
, and the mention of Rev. Huffines going through the process 0
further information contact the Earth Science s and Geogra phy Club.
f
reception for International Students this referendum because of
past
Octobe r 21, 1977 about 8:00 p.m. experiences, usually less than
10%
and .finally one added note· which of the. voters -participate
CARPE NTER' S SHOP NEWS
in the
stated that Matthew Gerken has ,voting. Other easbns such
«The Open Door," sponso red by The Carpen ter's Shop, is .a program
as limited
been chosen the newathletic trainer medja coverage and 'thetim e limit
designe d for those student s al1d faculty membe rs who would hke to
learn
dosed out the· Executive Report; on weighirigthe~pro
more about Jesus Christ. Come and find out more about Christia
s and cons are
nity
New business was the next arderof contributing factors. to
and a relationship with. the Lord Jesus. Next meeting is Tuesda
LaMothe!s
y,
business to. be brought .into the wary· attitude. . .
Octobe r 1~ 7:8 p.m., in the SUGre en Room.
. ..
.
··1imelight Appointments to the·
The~· S.G.A.. rneeting· was .adjou
Athletic Policy Committee and the: rnedat 7.:14 p.m.
.
.
Athletic Fee Committee . were
NEED A -MINOR?
.
placed in nomination arid· the· N··· ···
Attentio n all freShmen, sophom ores, juniors, and seniors- -declare d
..
and
motions werepas ssed 15~O-O and 15-. . undecla red student s. Dol have a minor for you!
0-1. .. There was a brief~rood Qgf.
.
.
. . ..
Are you sick of hearing about the gloomy job market? Have you had
it
confusion as motions were made to "CNomination papers are du~
with your narrowe d major or minor? Would you like to comple ment
on
your
reconsider a previous motion made FridaY ,Oct6be r 7: .in the SGA
major with a useful minor that could help you in any job for the rest
. under old business but finally this
of
offices, -topflo or,Stud ent Union.
t
your life? .lithe answers to these question s. are yes, why not conside
r
motion was defeated 5-9-1. Next on Primary Elections,. if needed. will
librarY Science as your next minor?
be
the Agenda were the various on Frid~Y,OCt>14. Elections willbe
I know, your first reaction is, ''butmy hair isn'tlon g enough for a bun!"~.
anouncements, probnably the most •. __ on ,Wed., Oct. ·19. orUno one is going to take me for a bookwo rm!" Comeo nandge t with
it!
worthwbile was. Dean Deep's --New SGA Lawyers' hours are
10- . The librarian of today is'different:- Sure she/he is weIhea d,. but that
aoounce mentof the outcome ofthe 3, TuesdayS andWed nesdays .Sign . -·makes
her/hl:t nan:exd ting· and -iriteresting p. talk·· to. Contrar y to
B100d Drive. A total of 22Z-pints of up outside the SGA office.
. _ "'comm oribelie f, thev arenotg luedto their chairs and rarely point
a finger.
blood was, given, with. the Junior- -Home coming Committee meets
She/he has liberal views and isaIway s willing-to help anyone with a smile
class having donated man:: pints every Monday, <3:30, confere
nce
.-and a walk to your desired shelf.S he/he.i s very Involved in her/his
than any other class and they will room,4a cross.fr onrinfo OOoth:
Au
ccomm unityan d, believe it.or riot, the libriirian-is probabl y married
and
receive . $25.00 for their bloody interested . and concern ed people :.has kids!·
..
generoslty.
... .
are welcome.d and encour agedto
The
librarians ·of today have.le f their hair ·down and have found
It is my estimation tharone ofthe . attend.
.
themsel ves in the midst of a growing, rewarding, and inspiring career.
most. controv ersial or most ~-Student Govem mentAs sociatio
If
n
any part of thisartic:le sparks your:3tt ention, why noftake awalk up
reflected upon issue was the Mass.
to
meets every Tuesday night at6:00 in . the Library Science
Office on the second floor of the Library for more
P.I.R.G. There was a motion made the Chambers, topfloo rS.U.Pl ease.
information?
"
to put the referendum on thebaUot come and participate:

-----~~ 1
An gel o's

~

in the Upcom ing Freshm en
elections. Some. member s offhe

A nn ou nc em en ts

...-...~

............,~ ...........

.
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Stud.ents wisnin.g toh~lp ..do
re se ar ch fo r th e 'C OM M EN T
50 th An niy ers ery lss qe
co nt ac t·B O B C"OTE or
JO AN NE MER ZIGIAN in th e
CO MM EN T ()ffice.or·callexf.·
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Bears Maul St. Francis
by Joe Lupica
The· Soccer Team evened it's record at 2
wins 2 loses last Saturday by destroying St.
Francis of Maine by a score of 8-0.
Despite the muddy field, the Bears played
good passing soccer and took advantage of
St. Francis' lack of skills. The St. Francis team
could only manage a few weak shots on net,
as the BSC defense shut the\ door on any
attempted scoring plays. The defense was led
by goalies Mark Dufresne and Horace
Carvahlo, who each played a half, fullbacks
Jim Barrington (tri-captain), Neal Carey. Bill
Linquist, John Macsey and John Hibert. The
Offensive power was headed by left winger
Joe (casper) O'Hallaran who had 3 goals, tricaptain Russ Denver 2 goals 2 assists,
rightwinge~ Joe Lupica 1 goal 2 assists and
Tony Cardoso 2 assists; Bob Goodwin and
Macsey added the other goals while tri~aptain Gary Muello and freshman Mike
McCartin added the remaining assists.
At the completion of the game, the game
bali, signed by all the players and Coach Jesse
DeMello, was presented to senior fullback
John McKinnen who is unfortunately out for
the season with a knee injury. His enthusiasm
arid determination on the field will surely be
.. missed~ by the Bears_

Bears 8 - St. Francis· 0

Bears Subjugate Maine Maritime
By Jim Merrikin
Saturday,.... OCtober I, the BSC Bears
wasted no time in sinking Maine Maritime,
which is supposed to be one of the finest
football teams in the league. In fact, Maine
was the favorite of Saturdays fair weathered
game.
The kickoff was received by Maine but the
Bear's offense soon took control of the ball, as
well as the game, when on a third arid nine,
quarterback for the Bears, (no. 12) Bill
Armstrong, threw a fantastic pass received
on the Bear's own one yard line by no. 82, Jeff
Finan. The Beals had a first and one on the
one yard line when .there was a sudden
furhble. but the ball was quickly recovered by
the Bears' Matt Wosciechowski for a
touchdown with 9:52 left in the first quarter.
They then got their extra point which made
the score, Bears 7; Maine O.
It was then Maine who took over for awhile
as their no.7, Mike Verri threw what started
out to ba a good pass, but the baIl was
intercepted by the Bears at the 40 yard line
with 7:32 left. Later on, Bill Armstrong carried
the ball from the 34 yard line to the 12 yard line
for an unbelievable 22 yard gain for the Bears.
With :33 seconds left to go in the first quarter,
and another first and one on the one yard line,
the ever amazing Bill Armstrong came
through again with a touchdown for the
Bears. After going for, and missing, the extra
point, the Bears were penalized for illegal
procedure and had to take the kick over,
nevertheless, they gained the extra point and
made the score, 14-0. The Bears' defense was
positively impenetrable!
Maine came back on for the second quarter
with possession of the ball again, no sooner
did they fumble it as no. 42, Gene Griffin,
recovered it for the Bears. Halfway through
the second quarter the Bears had the baIl and
were set for play when apparently the center,
no. 50 Jim Luzon, had noved and was
immediately nailed by Maine's no. 44, George

Bse tri-c?lptains welcome Maine

Bse 27

Lay.

f but the ever so beautiful cheerleaders tried
Both teams drove with ambition for a their best to keep the fans in their prime. With
touchdovm, but were unsuccessful. The 7:10 left to the quarter, the Bear's no. 35, Ai
Bean;i •
the baH recovered
Colarusso was virtually

er.
, a warm and cheering. crowd, the two
teams came back on for some more action,
but the Bear's were off to a lousy start. The
defense was weakening and soon Maine
scored for six points. The first half of the third
quarter was slow paced and lacked action,
An action packed fourth quarter came
about as the astonishing Jeff Finan, (no. 82),
received a pass and carried it 18 yards in five

Maritim.e tri-captains

- Maine Maritime 6

Piperdis of the Bears, was injured. With 11:51
left in the game, the incredible Al Colarusso

quarterback no. 14, Greg Leach; fan the ball
down the sideHne with an enormous 15 yard

carried the ball for 15 yards and a first and ten.

gain. Suddenly at 2:00 remaining, there was
another
on the Bears for a
sona\

The

eff Finan

eived an

missed the.. .so

Again we punted to Maine andthe3itookover

for· a short period of time. With a fourth and
four, Maine punted to the Bears and the
Bears missed the ball, unfortunately Maine
recovered it at their own 10 yard line.
Fortunately the Bear's outstanding defense
held them back as the third quarter came to
an end.
.
seconds. Ten seconds later no. 63, George

was;
20 -Maine~Marltjme beayardpassonly
6 ..With7:321gft, it was another touchdown for by no. 95, Rick Sarault,at Maine.'s 30 yardline
the Bears made by that great team of Finan with only 1:15 left in the game. The Bears gave
and Armstrong, followed -up with the extra Maine . no scoring. oppdrtunitiesfor the
point. Rally now, BSC 27 - Maine Maritime 6. remainder of the· game and were \lictorious
With 4:01 left to the game the Bears received with a final score of, 27-6. .
. Outstanding players of· saturday's game
an unexpected. penalty. The last minutes of
the game were suspenseful and crammed , Bill Armstrong and Jeff Fimm.
with play' by play action, when at 2:10, CONGRATULATIONS BSC!

.f

Surrounded Bear
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Field Hockey
Splits Two

Clinic Continues To Help
by JoAnn Merzigian
The Children's Physical Developmental
Clinic of Bridgewater State College is a
unique program designed for the benefit of
children with physical, mental, and emotional
impairments or disabilities.
The Clinic, under the, direction of Dr.
Joseph Huber and Professor Johanne Smith,
meets for two hours on designated Saturday
mornings and the children participate in
individually prescribed activities and .exercise
to build their coordination and enhance their
self-esteem.
'Dr. Huber, Clinic founder and director, has
a staff of sixty BSe student who serve, as
volunteer clinicians to work with the children.
As part of the clinician's learning experience
he invites professional persons from
associated medical and rehabilitative fields to
visit the Clinic and discuss their areas of
expertise.
This year, something new has been added
to. the Clinic including' equipment which can tape each week's speaker. These tapes
will enable parents of these children and
interested BSC students to view each week's
speakers on the dial access monitors in the
library. These tapes will be availabJe second
semester. Dr. Huber will use these tapes in
conjuction with Parent Education Forum, an
informal seminar, to be held beginning In
January of 1978.
On Saturday, October I, the first of this
term's speakers was introduced to Clinicians
and parents. Dr. Huber was proud to present
Dr. Clifford Craig, Orthopedic Surgeon, New
England Medical Center and Lakeville
Hospital, Boston and Lakeville, Mass. Dr.
Craig's discussion was "anoverview of
hemophilia and rheumatoid arthriti$-- the
medical' and psychological factors 'affecting
these children' and the ,role of physical
education in· their lives."
Dr. Ct"aig .opened '~p .his diScussion', with
.
rheumatoid, arthritlswhich' ',he
~Xlplaine(j~ $oot a
even in a ehild.

at 1 with an assist from Sandy Buscemi. With
keep the joints moving and increasing the
This past week the field hockey team split a' the clock on the field to end the first half, Lisa
range of motion and strengthening the
pair of games against Southern Conn. and Vallincourt scored which proved to be the
muscles.
A very important question was brought URI. Southern Conn. put a damper on BSC's game winning goal.
The second half was dominated by BSC as
forth by Dr. Huber at this point, do t,hese first home game of the season by defeating
children have' a place in any physical Bridgewater by a score of 4-0. Even though URI managed to penetrate past the 50yd.line
education curriculum. Dr. Craig stated that Bridgewater was forced to show their only a few times. BSC had many
physical education holds on important part in defensive ability in the first half, Southern opportunities to score goals but the URI
e lives of these children in tDe form of therapy. scored only 1 questionable goaL This goal was goalie and defense proved to be very tough.
Of course, there are limitations as far as disputable call in the eyes of BSC, for it Final score, BSC 2-URII.
In the J.V. game, BSC overpowered the
contact sports are concerned but he appeared that the ball went out of bounds
emphasized the importance of swimminq as a was brought back into play and a goal scored' J. v.'s of URI from the start. Scoring the goals
strengthing exercise in whichthese clinician before the official blew her whistle. This make for BSC was Helen Garber, Sally Hoague,
can hold an important part in developing a the score at the half 1·0 in favor of Southern. and Jackie Fay. The final score being BSe 3.
BSC had difficulty putting an offensive Uri 1.
child's self-esteem.
, The second half of Dr. Craig's discussion threat together in the second half, for
The varsity record nQW after 3 games,
was of the hemophilia victim, who's Southern scored a goal in the opening 2 wins and I loss SSCJ.V.'s now havea a
seriousness has been known for centuries, minutes. It was at this point that the BSC record of 2 wins 0 losses and 1 tie. The
but people are now living longer and -team found it hard keeping their team schedule for the upcoming weekLis :
reproducing. S~verity of hemophilia can be as together. Two more goals were scored before Thurs. Oct. 6 BSC J. V.'s VS. SMU at 3:00 at
bad as an individual's bleeding spontaneously the game was over with the final score being Great Hill
. As far as cures, there is non, but an Southern Conn. 4-BSC o.
Sat. Oct. 8 SSC vs. UConn at Il:OO at UConn
individual will receive plasma and elective
The J, V. team determined to keep right up Wed. Oct. 12 BSC vs. Northeastern at 3:00 at
surgery can be done. Physical therapy must with Southern's J.V.'s , played very Great Hill
be kept up as in juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. aggressive hockey. Helen Garber scored the
All home games are played on the field at
These children should also take part in an lone goal for SSC during the first half while the Hill and all support is welcomed.
active physical education proram, staying Sothern tied the game in the remaining half "PUSH-INS"- Through the grapevine, it was
away from most contact sports.
for a final score of 1-1.
said that on the Annual Suit Day, all field
Dr. Craig helped clinicians in bettering their
It was a determined BSe field hockey hockey players looked "really pretty." Com.
knowledge of where they stand as far as how team that arrived at URI on Saturday, Oct. 1.' plimentents to Frank and Jean's Grille for
much they can do in helping these children in URI connected with some sharp passing and doing a super job feeding the team breakfast '
play activities increasing their muscular
scored a quick goal after the opening bully, Saturday morning. Congratulations to
coordination and self-esreem.
but BSC's willpower and skill fought back, Sharon Rogerson, the recent winner of Name
Dr. Huber invites all BSe students to With the assistance of a new line·up, including That Tune. She owes her victory to Paula
attend any of the weekly sessions with 4 hustling freshmen, Bridgewater made URI's Hutch for Paula could not guess the song
speakers beginning at 8:00 a.m. defe~se go to work. Erin Egan tied the game "Sid~ by Side", in 15 notes!!

Cross.Country
The BSC cross country team placed eIghth '
;\ticmal !:)cltUlrday. I-~q\'llll~ the

predominantly females, age onset in most
cases being 6 years of age.

a

Dr. Craig went on to explain three types of
juve~i1.e arthritis these being; Monarticular

arthritIS, the most common type found in the
joints. Monarticular arthritis is found to be the
leading cause of blindness in children. Late
stages of . this form cause severe joint
destruction.
'
. The second form is polyarticular arthritis .
attacking 50%, of all cases. crippling
. deformities being a major characteristic:.
Finally, ,',the'third ,form ,.' ofarthriti~~'b,eihg
acutefe.brilecausing sever~ crippling.
1"r~atment fo~ ,. juvenlfeathritisare. s~eciftc
Wpes of drugs, b~tmostirnportant therapy to \
.

,

AquCiQrite..sGlimmer

line by teammates Mark Lanza, Bill
MacKinnon, John Semer, Ken Arnold, and
Mike Robertson. It was Arnold's amazing
finishing kick which enabled BSC to nose out
Eastern Nazerene for the number eight spot.
Bridgewater's Mary Creed~m won the
women's three mile race by over a minute in
18~38. Marcia Benoit, also representing BSC,
placead sixth.
. '
placed sixth.
The next . meet .is Saturday at North
Adams, and the next horne meet is against
ENC on Oct. 25. If anyone is still interested in '
joining the team, he or she can contact Coach
Graham any,weekday at 3:15 in the gym
lobby.

Swimmers
Begin
Training
The BS~ .Me~'~ Swim Team began its pre.
season trammg thIS week, unoer the direction
o~ Coach Joe Yeskewicz. This is their ninth
season. of competiotion, and the team will be
led by junior Steve Money of Centerville Ma
and senior Bob Duquette of Lawrence,' Ma::
the team Co-Captains.
The team' has many new freshmen plus
several !ettermen returning from last s~ason.
The SWimmers have several divers and two
bac~~troke "speci~a1ists, along wIth some
a~dlhonal help in freestyle sprints and
dIstance events, which gives one the feeling
that they should be able to improve on last
~ea~on's 3 -" 8 record~ Coach Yeskewicz
IS$U~? a . canto any persons interested in
partl~lpatmg on the ,men's swim team to
see; him' assoonas.possible; ' :
,
• In addi~ion, a group of divers fr.om the team
is. ?atherl.n~ ,for aCE)rr1petitive '. springboard
dIVIng trammgprogram.
The Men's SvvimTeam is also in need of
two persons to serve as T earn Managers-on
to be r.e~ponsible for equipment and one t b e
resp~:>I:s1ble for statistics~ record-keeping, ~n~
PUl:lhClty. Anyone, interested should contact
Coach Yeskewicz in Room 113, Kelly G
or at the pool.
'.
ym,
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Netmen Drop To Vikings- Butt Rams
_by Douglas Mildram
.. It was a time of mixed emotions for the BSC
tennis team as they defeated Framingham
State (6-3) Saturday, only to be bounced by
Salam State (9-0) on Monday.
The Bears knew they V{quld be atop the
heap of the state school system if they could
overcome Salem. However, such was not to
be the case, as a Salem contingert of well
prepared tennis players shut. out the Bears.
No. 1 player Tom Nieva was stopped by
Joe Violette (6-1, 6-2), while Captain Bob
Harrington fell to Pat 0' Connell (6-!, 6·2) .
Joe Regan, playing third singles, won the only
set of the day in singles for the Bears, but was
defeated by Jody Harnish (6-4,2-66-0) . Joe
McDermott ran into a buzzsaw in losing to
Paul Doane (6-0, 6-0) while playing in the
fourth singl~s slot. Glenn Guenard, fifth
singles player, played for two hours before
succumbing to Scott Dwyer (6-2, 6-7)_ Sixth
sir:gles player Doug Mildram was beaten by
Bnan Garrahan (7-5, 6-3) as Bridgewater
went into the doubles action down 6-0.
Things didn't improve much in the doubles
playas the numbers 1,2, and 3 teams were
beate~. Nieva and Harrington lost a straight
set mafch to the tough tandem of Violette and
0' Connell (6-3, 6-1). Joe Reagan and Joe
McDermott teamed up in second doubles and
lost to Harnish and Doane (6-1, 6-3). Glenn
Guenard and Doug Mildram took the opening
set against Garrahan and Saunders but then
lost the second set and were defeated in a
nine point tiebreaker. '95-2.:.0. ,:the final score
of this match, which was shortened due to its
late starting time, was (5-7, 6-3, 5-2) in favor of
Salem.
Back to BSC courts on Saturday, the Bears
looked sharp in dropping the Framingham
State Rams. The same lineup· that was
employed vs. Salem was also playing against
the Rams. The individual scores of the day
wer:
No.1 Tom Nieva (lost) 6-4, 6-0
No.2 Bob Harrington (won) 6-1,6-4
No.3 Joe Regan (won) 6-3, 6-7
No.4 Joe McDermott (won) 6-2,6-4
No.5 Glenn Guenard (lost) 7-5, 6-2
.... . . . ....•. . .• ..•. ...•.... ..(\Von)4-6,6-4,6~3

<,

N();.2ReaS(;lJ1-McDermottc(lost) 6·2, .6·3
No.3 MiIdram-Guemird (wont~-3,67, 7-5
NET NOTES: The Bears will send some
players to Framingham to compete in The
MASCAC .tournament held on Friday and
Saturday
Upcoming matches include Worcester
Oct. 11 (away) and Fitchburg Oct. 15 (away)
Some nets at the Hill courts are badly in
need of repair.

nnouncements
MAA

WRA

NEWS
Franconia r'lotch Trip . Weekend of October21- 23
cost: $15.00
Watch for sign-ups!!!

Coed Volleyball
Entrees must be' in Candy Kendall's
mailbox (Kelly Gym) by 4:00Wednseday,
October 19
Play starts October 24th!!
FRESHMAN FOLLIES
October 13, 1977
7:30 in the 'Kelly Gym
All Women Invited

SORRY!
Apologies to the ··MAA·. andWRA for not
,. printing their layout this week.
..
Photo Lab .difficulties haveprevented-,us
/romprocessingthe pictures.
'
Thephotos.willqppearil1 our next issue.
JoAnn Merzigian
Sports Editor

Attention Gymnasts
Women's .Varsity "Gymnastics
·OrganizatinalMeeting
Anyone interested in competitive. gymnastics is
welcome to attend this· .meeting:· Tuesday
October 11, 1977 in the Kelly Gym
If you can't attend contact Ms. Daniels,ext 268

WANTED

PIANIST- Women's gymnastic· team
. needs a piano player to help arrange and
record floor exercise music. Sight
reading, playing by ear. helpful. Set your
own . hours. -Contact Ms. Daniels . Kelly
Gym. ext: 286
..
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The Arts ~
Record Reviews
Joe McDonald
It seems that Cat Scratch Fever
~Epid is going to be a monster of an
album. For 15 ~'ears Tea Nugent
had been ~lting out songs that can
destro!:-' the mind, pervert youth and
shatter waUs. This album is no
exception. The energy level that
seeps out through the s~eakers is
stunning As you listen. you find that
all !."ot;. can concentrate on is the
IT'.usic. ~ugen! ieaves no room in·
your cranium to think of anything
else fceiinately not music to study
Gem~an' by!). j~t times the
guitarwork reaches painful decibJes. )
But it is ali for the good of rock and
roi1. The definative hard rocK album
of the uear.
Ann and Nancy Wilson of Heart
If you can picture Chicago with
an orchestra, you can guess at what
When Heart's Little Queen(PorIf you like 50ft rock and mellow
Chicago Xl (Columbia) sounds like.
trait) appeared in late May, people
The music ranges from jazz and country, then Simple Dreams is for
wondered what had happened to
blues to hard and softrock. As you. It is Linda Ronstadt at het best.
songs like "Magazine" and 'Tve got
usual. the production is superb. The Her voice, as always, is strong and
disc is highlighted by Robert sensuous. One of the best cuts is a
the Music in Me". It seems that
when Heart left Mushroom Records
Lamm's vocals, Terry Kath's biting hard rocking version of the Rolling
to sign with Portrait (A subsidiary of
guitar plus the songwriting debut of Stones "Tumbling Dice". The
Columbia Records), the tapes had
Danny Seraphine. Also included is backup band is good and
guest appearances by Carl Wilson complements her singing style
stayed with, Mushroom. Well now
(Beach Boys) and Chaka Kahn nicely. Best effort since Heart Like
Mushroom has released Magazine.
(Rufus).
this album is onew of A Whee{.
Rating B plus.
It is one of the best albums Heart
their best and it ranks right up there
has recorded to date. But the public
with the classic Chicago Transit ---:------~------ lTlay never get to see or hear the
Authority (Chicago I).
In the late Sixties, a band appeared album. It seems that Mushroom has'
out of Flint, Michigan and instantly. suspended the release of. the disc
became a cult ·favorite. The group and only a few thousand copies have
ThefoUowing is a plea for help.
was. Grand' Funk Railroad. They . been circulated· (mostly to D.J:s
Does anyone rer.nembeiwho
were one of the best bands around and record stores in L.A.). Thusthe
performed the foUbwirlgsongs?This
up until late 1975. It was then that album is currently a collectors item.
reviewer ne.edsto Know

Playin in Jate 1

ThankS.
tVho performed:
"1900 Yesterday''?

Now

.Bridgewater Ca.le.ndar
The Far East Rug ~ompany,~lpresentanevening 6hnime, comedy
an.d .dramaon,Thursday•. Oct. 6 mthe Horace Mann Auditorium at7:30
pm. TlCkets are on saie.tn fr(,)ntofthe bookstore. Theeveningi~ being
..
sponsored by EnsernbleThean-e.
Band lnthe Rat.

October j
Jim Monahan at the Chameleon Coffeehouse (in th e Old Methodist .
Parish House. behind Boyden Hall) at 8 pm.

October 11

Thailand's Immigration officia:ls recently announced that persons with
long hair, dirty clothes and bare feet would no longer be allowed in the
country. They also gave special warning to young people who want to
sleep at beaches and temple pavilions --saying it is absolutely forbidden.
A New York bakery had what it thought was a brilliant idea recently: it
wanted to run a full-page ad for its cinamon.rolls that not only looked like
the real thing, but smelled like the real thing too.
So" the printing-ink division of Inmont Corporation made. a special
cinnamon-colored and cinnamon-scented ink for the ad. Beautiful.
But day the day the ad ran, the newspaper wQ~,flooded with
complaints ·from subscribers ~whonever found their paper. pn the
doorstep, or discovered it all ripp~d up.
.'~·'~"'n .. ,
Investigators quickly found a clue: A wagging tail protruding from a'·'
was an Irish setter happily chewing up one of

shortcake, yellow ink that smells like lemon meringue pie, and blue ink
that smelled like blueberry pie--was quickly cancelled.
Thanks to two federal laws passed last year, students at universities
across the nation are being required to sign "Anti·Riot" oaths in order to
qualify for financial aid.
The laws require. all students. who want to receive federal funds or
teachers whose salaries are paid by federal programs to sign pink cards
stating that they have never been involved in a campus disruption. Such
.disruptions are described as involving the use of "force or threat of force,
or the seizure of property under the control of an institution of higher
educ'ation". It also prevents students, faculty or researchers who have
participated in.siMns, strikes.or class. boycotts from receiving federal
grants;
ADutch veterinarian .has been fined approximately $250 for
negligently burning down a farm--with a jet of flame from the rear end of a
cow.
The veterinarian, wpo shall remain nameless, was summoned to the
aid of a cow with a bad Case of gas. As the vet was relieving the cow with
an inserted tube, he made the mistake of testing the gas' flamability with a
match.
It was extremely flammable. The ensuing explosion set some bales of
hay on fire, the hay set the barn on fire, and the fire from the barn
Last Friday rrlght. The' Action eventually burned down the· entire farm, for a los&, of almost
Center for Women sponsored two $80,000 The cow suffered only a case ot shock.
Here's a thought for ambitious students. A six-year-long Canadian
feminist musicians, Betsy Rose and
Kathy Winter ·at the Chameleon study indiCates that regular excercise not only shapes up the body. but
Coffehouse. The duo's perf- the Wind as well.
the experiment. 300 school children attended a forty-minute gym
orma,nce was a credit .to both
class every day. A comparable group got the gym class, plus an hour of
organizations
!he Inusiciahs combined voices, . additional excercise. .
The conclusion? After six years, the group gettingadditionalexcercise
gUItars, bass, and piano with a fine
selection of songs· to presenf two was not only 10 to 15 percent more physiCally fit but they received higher
'
excellent sets. Their' songs tOld of tparksin their other classes as well.
A;s Black Rhodesians esc~ate their war of liberation, white Rhodesian
women-strong' women-· with men
children, and friends~ some wome~ busll:essmen .have launched an advertising campaign to improve
relahons between blacks and whites.
who had coped with' their lives
~he businessmen's campaign is centered on ajingle sung to a pop tune
some who . hadn't-who had i~
~hlch goes "Harmony, harmony, let's all live to getherin harmony, and
society's words, gone crazy. '
The. material was made .. even SIllg away. the hurt and fear~-a great new day. will soon be here."
To ?ate, no Black Rhodesian guerillas have been heard singing the
more empressive ·by the·.exceUent
\
musicianship, beautiful voices, and n~w.dltty.
If you thi~k your local speed trap is something, read on.
lively harmonies.
,
The chaIrman of the. traffic committee in Lagos, Nigeria has
The Action Center for W~men
the' organization which sponsored announced that officials are reintroducing roadside whippings for traffic
" .
Betsy and' Kathy's performance· is offenders.
an information, referral, and drop in
C?lonel P~C.Tarfasaid that alarg~number of whips will be issued to
center for women. It is loc~ted in the soldIers, and warned that violators would be dealt with severely for using
.
club cubicles. across from_ the Rat. (lnroq,dworthy vehicJes or for parking on .highways.
Anyone is welcome to drop in and
.Playboy ma~azin~.re])ortsthesa,d tale of a French man who twice
talk or just drop' in.
faIled to. commIt. sUlcldeand was charged with arson.
The Chameleon Coffeehouse is
; The poor fel1?wfir.st tried to kill himself by swallowing all of his wife's.
located in The Old Methodist Parish blrt~~ontrol pl~ls wIth a bottle '.' of wine. When nothing happened. he
House, behind. Boyden HaIL Each deCIded to gas hImself. So he stuffed all the doors and windows with rags
Friday night, they present fine folk turned. on the gelS and sat. down to smoke his last cigarette. The resulting;
musicians from the area. The doors e:><:plosl~n leveled the entlreapartment building, leaving the Frenchrnan~
open at, 8:00 .on Friday night and VIrtually unharmed'He'scurrently awaiting trial for arson.
everyone is welcone. This week's
.Hats o~ toMarioMotta ~nd his Studert Union maintanance crew, Who
performer wiIlbe .Jim Monahan.
once agam, are off and flymg to another year. of impeccable service.

Most of it was recorded on their last
tour. Jagger's vocals are gutsy and
the overall sound of the music is raw
and chilling. Good keyboard work
I:,)y Billy Preston. Highlight of the
disc is the last side featuring:"Honky
T onkWoman", "Brownsugar", ,
"J:umpingJack Flash'" and
"SYmpathy For The Devil". Overall .
itisasuperb alb.um.
'

Betsy·
Rose
and

Kathy

Winter

Folk musician in the foyer and the Rat'

. October 13
Disco in the Rat

October 14
Band in the Rat.

October 16
the R~gional Development Program of The
pera Company of Boston: WIll present The Marrige of Figaro on
Sun<;iaY! October 16th at 8:00 pm at the Brockton High S h . I
AudItOrIum.
. c. 00

o Opera New England,

October i7
folk musician in the. foyer and the Rat
October 18
. The Manuel Alum Dance Compny will pres·ent a
lecture/dem?nstration on Tuesday, Oct. 18, 1977 in the S.U.
Demonstra~lon Room. This free program is sponsored by the Fine Arts
Sub-Coml11lttee of the Program Committee.
The Manuel Alum Dance Com~any will perform at Wheaton College
:>0. Wednesday, October 19 at 8:30 pm. Mini buses will besuppJied by
3ndgewater State C,-,llege fo!;: those who wish to attend_ .

October 23
The Program Committee will sponsor the film "Rocky" on October 23 &
24.
Folk musiciqn in the foyer and the Rat.

October 27

·~ntry.

the live album' of the Rolling Stones.

band has dibanded, Jead guitarist
Mark Farner has released a solo
album. The disc is an insult to the
listener's intelligence. Rating D-

"Ballad of Timothy"?
"'Last Plane To London"?

Ylymouth Plantation will hold a Harvest Festival on October 8, Y and
10th from 9 to 5, rain or shine. Join the villagers at the Plantation as they
greet the end of harvest. The three-day festival includes feasting games,
singing, dancing, musket drills and merrymaking typical of 17th ceI1;tury
England. The Indians from the Alogonquian Summer Camp will join in
the celebration with their own games, songs and dances, as well as
contributions to the feast.
If yourthing is making or receiving obscene phone calls, there's now a·
club just for you.
Columnist Bob Greene wrote in last week's Chicago Sun-Times that a
woman called and said she had joined an obscene·phone-call-c1ub. She
explained that you call a certain toll-free number and leave your own
phone number; Then your number i~ given out to the. people who call,
and before longo-voila! your very own obscene phone calls start to slither
in.
Bob Greene said he thought she was kidding, but dialed the number
and found that it's true. Women get to leave their numbers for free. Men,
who it is presumed will make the promised obscene phone calls, must
pay 19 dollars a. year to get the women's numbers.
Greene reports that apparently, bu~iness is thriving. He says he had to
call the toll-free number for most of the entire day before he got anything
other than a busy signal.
Thailand has' become the latest Asian country to ban -"hippies" from

.

Disco in the Rat.

October 29
Bana in the kat

October 31

The Program Committee will sopnsor the ,film 'The Omen"

..

In
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WBIM
If you have been hearing the
sounds of campus coming to life,
you have probably been listening
to Bridgewater's own radio station
WBIM 91.S fm. WBIM is owned
and operated by the BSC Student
Union and is located on the third
floor of the Student Union
Building.
During the school year WBIM is
Jori the air Monday through
fhursday from 7 am to 12 pm.
WBIM is a noncommercial
~ducational fm station.
Program director Jay Anas
hopes that WBIM's progressive
format, featuring a variety of
musical types and styles, will
enable the station to reach a wider
majority of the campus
community. The musicranges
from disco on Monday and
Saturday,folk and country on each
afternoon Monday through
Friday, to progressive rock.
Each morning WBIM prepares
you to face another hectic day on
campus by allowing you to wake up
to mello music. Also, you will hear
local news, weather, and sports,
lunch menus, class cancellations
as well as no school announcementss.
Monday through Friday, News
Director Robin Pearl and her staff
will be standing by for regularly
scheduled news casts at : 8:55,
10:55 am, 12:555pm, 2:55pm, and
4:55 pm.
'
To inform you of upcoming

events and activities on campus
and in the Bridgewater area Susan
Snow and Jim Farrell will be
bringing "what'sDoin" Monday
through Thursday at 4: 15 pm and
6: 15 pm. Michelle Scott will have a
speaial weekend addition of
"What's Doin"Friday and
Saturday , which will also include
concert reports and movies.
On Friday nights, from 9:00·
10:00 pm, there will be live
broadcasts from the chamelion
coffee house and at 10:00 pm, on
feature album, an new record will
be played in its entirity by how Jay
Anas. Also on Friday and
Saturday nights be sure to tune in
for a report on the Rathskellar
waiting line.
Other WBIM features this year
will include: 'The Rock that
doesn't Roll," an hour of Jesus
music and talk with Rick Odess,
Saturday morning, an oldies show
, on Sunday afternoons with Chip
Barone, and Jazz Radio Sunday
nights with D.J. Rick Odess.
Also during the year you will be
able to hear live coverage of BSC
sperts.
If you would like to become a
part ef WBIM, contact Jay Anas at
the station. There are still plenty of
openings for D.J., news casters,
sports announcers, public affairs
and public relations personnel.
(0 .M.'s must have a 3rd class
radio/telephone license.)

Reception for Artist
On Tuesday afternoon, 3:00·5:00
PM, opq~tpberl1, a receptien for
Mi<*fael James, area quiltmaker and
c'raftsman, will be held in the
Bridgewater State College Art
Gallery. .·l:ii~ . . ~xbibition. . iii ·•.titled;
FABRIC .GEOltfEtRy: . . PIECED
Ii.;TS and will continue through

His notable ;',hibition record at
:, !C!:· ~lp~ : ,articipation in the
pre~lI~V\A'" YOUNG AMERICANS
juried show which is now on exhibit
at. the Museum of Contemporary
qra~,~ew;¥()l'k .City; Spo1:lsored
bytheAmerican Crafts Council the
show was previously on display at
the "S:outh(i\ast . Center for
located 'ine;{~dQ~:~~~i Contemporary' .Art, '., winston~'
Classroem Building, corner of Salem, North Carolina. A recipient
School and Summer Streets, and is of many awards, Mr. James'
open Monday through Friday abstract quilt "Bedloes' Island
10:OOAM - 3:30 PM, other times by Pavement Quilt" was awarded first
appointment, 697-8321, ext. 249.
place in a competition sponsored by
Mr. James graduated from Boston 200 and the Boston Globe
Rochester (N.Y.) Instutute of Center for the Arts, November
Technology in 1973 with an M.F.A. 1975.
'
'
in painting and printmaking. A selfA member of the American Crafts'
taught quiltmaker, his under- Council and the Massachusetts
graduate degree was from Association of Craftsmen, Mr.
Southeastern Massachusetts James resides in· Somerset ViIlagf
University in .North Dartmeuth
with his wife Judy, a professiona
Massachusetts where he received ~ sewing teacher and needleworker
B.F .A. in 1971. An active teacher in and their five-vear·old son. Trevor
quiltmaking and quilt design, Mr. throughout the United States and
James teaches at the Deqordova Canada. Widely noted in crafts
Meseum Scheol (Lincoln, MA) the publications and periodicals, Mr.
University of Rode ISl'and James will have published by
(Providence), Massachusett$ Prentice·Hall, Inc. in March, 1978, a
College of Art, Bristol Community comprehensive technical and
College, the Bay Colony ef design manual for quiltmakers
'Embroiderers ,Chestnut Hill
called THE QUIL TMAKER'S
Massachusetts. He participa'ted i~ HANDBOOK: A GUIDE TO
workshops and presented lectures DESIGN ANDCONST~UCnON.
DO YOU KNOW WHERE TO LOOK FOR ENSEMBLE
THEATRE EVENTS?
prese1"'~

The Comment!
The Ensemble Theatre Bulletin Board
(next to. the Green Room)
Bulletin Boards throughout the College
The Brockton Enterprise
The Patriot Ledger
The Boston Globe Calender
Our annual flyers
The Student Union Calenders
The Bridgewater Independent
The Lincoln News
, Billboards at Tilly and other areas!
All the Dorms
All Dining Areas.
, The Ensemble Theatre Cubicle (3rd floor)
The Executive Board:
Steve Martin, President
Anthony Mastrorilli, 1st V.P.
Donald Capen, 2nd V.P.
Mary Pio, Secretary
Bradford Craven, Treasurer
Patti hayes, Ass't. Treasurer
The Communication Arts & Sciences Dept.
The Rat!
Bridgewater CeT1t~F!

,--..,------

Celebration Mime Theatre's
"Tricksters 'n' Numbsk~lls"
The Bridgewater State College
Children's Theatre is pleased to
announce that it has completed
arrangements fer the appearance in
this area of The Celebration Mime
Trio in a completely new production
entitled "TRICKSTERS 'N'
NUMBSKULLS." The group will
perform at the Student Union
Auditorium on the Bridgewater
campus at 10 AM. and 1 P.M. on
Tuesday, Novembaer 1, and
Wednesday, November 2nd.
The Celebration Mime Trio
features three players in a skillful,
highly disciplined blending of the
techniques of silent ,mime, original
costumes, masks and script, and a
visual, graphic style of movement,
marked by striking transitions and
surprising images. With a swiftness
and accuracy unique to mime, the
performers evoke a rich world, filled
with colorful charactrs.
The Celebration Trio's newest
production, entitled 'TRICKSTERS
'N' NUMBSKULLS", reveals the
. adult world of foibles a d fallibility
throughthe medium of international
fables. The tales, some familiar,
some new, are drawn from the
Indian Jataka Tales that gavae rise
to more familiar Aesop'As Fables;
from African Anansi or Spider
Stories; from the Native American
Coyote Legends; and from New
England's own Tall Tales. Their
richness and originality weave a
storyteller's spell about the
audience, taking them from a magic
,atmosphere of quiet intimacy to
one charged with riotous
excitement.
The T rio is not new to
Southeastern Massachusetts, for it
presented its version of
PINOCCI-IIO to sizeable audiences
at Bridgewater State College last
November.

Celebration Mime Theatre trio pr~sents "Tricksters 'n' Numbskulls"

(admissions are $.75 each,_ while
groups of 20 or mor pay only 1.45 per
person. For reservations or further
information, phone 697-8321, Ext.
247 or 248, or 213.
In addition to the two
performances of "TRICKSTERS 'N'
NUMBSKULLSNthe Trio will offer a
workshop for adults on stage in the
Student Union Auditorium from
6:30 to 8:30 pm on Tuesday evening,
November 1st. Admission to this
workshop will be $1.00, although
admission for students, faculty, and
staff of Bridgewater State College
will be free.
rThe Celbration Trio is a
professional touring company
based in South Paris, Maine. The
company is under the direction of
Tony Montanaro, an internationally
know mime who toured widely as a
soloist for fifteen years through the
United States and Canada, He has
been seen p.eriodically on the

Maine to begin a school for
theatrical experimentation. Since
that time the school has operated at
full enrollment, giving birth to three
major touring companies, one of
which is the Trio. The Cebebration
Ensemble of six and the Celebration
Duet with Garbo & Jillian's "world,
of Comedy and Magic" round out
the CMT family.
.
Celebraation Mime's approach to
theater is to develop a composite
performer: one skmled in silent
mime, dialogue, song gymnastics,
juggling, etc.--in short, any
performance technique or stage
craft that is useful in conveying an
idea. This traini'ng is coupoed with
strong imprvisational intution to.
help develop the performer's
range of characters, moods and
graphics.
Some financial assistance to
schools attending this program is
being provic:l.\?d by a grant from The

··Cht~'te~~~qR~:f~~f~~~~in~:£e1d· "':'~1~:,#~efrf§J~:J~~Mt~oe~; .•'", ~t:J;~:!6~~s~fsU~~~J1:rr~~r~hc;
offer quality' entertainment toa:rda
cNldren at' low cest. Individual

1I1usions", "Sketches", .and "art Arts and Humanities,. and The
is .... " Five years ago he moved to ,National Endowment for the Arts.

Figaro comes to Brockton
The Marriage of Figaro will be
presented en Sunday, October 16th
at 8 pm at the Brockton High School
Auditorium by Opera New England,
the Regional Development Program
of the Opera New Englan Company
of Boston.
The Marriage of Figaro was
described by Napo/eon as "the
revolution, already in action." The
characters of "The Barbero!
Seville, " older now, are involved in a
comedy of' disguises deceptions,

double-crosses, and social satire
which caused the play to be banned
in 17Bl.
\
Opera New England was
founded by Sarah Caldwell, the
nationally and internationally hailed
director and conductor, has since
1974 Presented Caldwell prod·
uctions which have been called "the
single best thing in American
Opera."Regional committees have
pr~sented Opera New England
residencies in Brockton,

Worcester, anc/ Sandwich; Mass.,
Portland and Bangor, Maine,
Manchester, N.H., Fairfield County
and Northeastern Connecticut.
The current production ofThe
Marriage of Figaro combines
Mozarts extraordinary charming
music with the remarkable Caldwell
touch .to provide .a delightful
evening's entertainment.
For further information and
tickets, see Dr. Johnstone in the
Music Department.

Ensemble 'Theatre
The Ensemble Theatre will
present their first production of the
1977·78 season, the musicalcomedy "Girl Crazy," en October
20, 21, and 22 at 8 p.m. in the S.U.
Auditorium.
The musical includes several
fGeorge and Ira Gershwin classics
which have brought the show such
fame. "Embraceable You," "Strike
Up The Band," "But Not For Me,
"Bidin' My Time," and the immortal
"1 Got Rhythm" are only' some of the
memorable tunes which originated
from the 1930 Broadway hit.
The Ensemble Theatre will
present the revised 1950's version of
the show. The original version
included the sensational billing of
Ginger Rogers and Ethel Merman.
The BSe cast includes Michele
Pecoraro a:~ "Molly," Anthony
Mastrorilli as "Johnny," Cindy
Wilcox as "Frisco Kate," Brad
Craven as "LoIi," Donald Capen as
"Sam,"" Mike Norton as "Doc," and
Dave Greene as "Snake Eyes." The
play is under the direction of Dr.
Robert 'Friedman and the musical
II

direction

of Dr. Theodore,
The. showstoPl?ing
choreography is directed by Jody
Nelson, a BSC student.
Tick~ts will go on sale Oct. 3 in
front of the book store. Prices are
$2.50 for BSC students and Staff
and $3.50 for all others.
Season Passes fer the entire 197778 season are still on sale at $4.00 f;r
BSC Students and staff, and $6.50
for all others. Get your tickets while
they last!
Davidovich~

The E.S.C. Ensemble Theatre will
present 'THE FAR EAST RUG CO.'
PRESENTS .... .", an evening os
mime, comedy, drama, and almost
everything else on Thursday,
October 6 at 7:30 p.m. in Horace
Mann Auditorium.
The two members of RUG CO.
are Hank Woronicz and. Mark
Cartier, 1976 grakuates of
Bridgewater State College's
Theatre program. They. have
appeared in such B.S.C.
productions as "Hello Dolly!" "Ah!

Wilderness," ''Moonchildren''and
many others.
'
Tickets are available in front of
the Bookstore or by calling
Extension 247. All students and
faculty are urged to attend an
evening of one of the finest
entertainments yet to come to
B.S.C.
The Ensemble Theatre will hold
DPEN TRYOUTS for their second
production of the '77-'78 season, the
Thornton Wilder classic comedy,
'The Skin of Our Teeth," Monday,
October 10 (Columbus Day) and
Tuesday! Octeber 11 from 4·6 p.m.
Auditions will be held' in the
Student Union Auditorium, and are
open to ALL students on campus.
Reading copie-s of the play are
available on a sign~out basis in the
Communications Arts and Sciences
office.
"The Skin of Our T eeth" will be
presented on December 1, 2, and 3
at 8 p.m. in the S.U. Auditorium
under the direction of Dr.' Richard
J~Warye;
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Spanish Fiesta !l!l
by Robert Cote
On Thursday, September 29, the
Student Union Ball Room was
transported from eastern
Massachusetts to Southern Sp?in
as the S.U: Program Committee
presented a Spanish Fiesta.
The sell-out crowd attended the
fiesta which consisted of a meal of
auth~ntic Spanish cooking,' and
entertainment that was more than
j~st someone with a Spanish
surname tapdancing.
The food was excellently
prepared and was served after a
relatively long wait in line. But the
wait was worthwhile. Greeting us
at the buffet were different types
of food relished all over Spain.The
menu consisted of: Arroz con
pollo( chicken with rice), an
Eastern Spain version of Paella, a
dish made with rice, vegetables,
and chicken; Carne con Gisada (a
beef and vega table mix in a highly
seasoned sauce), which is eaten
all over Spain and is possibly
French in origin; Calacines
Rellenos (stuffed 2uchini)a dish
eaten mostly during the warmer
months; Ensalada Endaluzel, or
tossed salad with the works, as
populaLin Spain as it is in the
United States.
Already at the table when we
were seated was amug of gazpacho
prepared in the Andalucion style.
Gazpacho is a spicy soup made
from tomatoes, onions, garlic celery
and seasonings served cold. It is
popular all over. Spain during the
summer.

Senora Maravilla demonstrates gypsy style of flamenco

Donn Pohren entertaining· while his wife prepares·forhe.r ne?':t .dance

For. dessert thert:!. was nuttjlas,a
custard made with raisins. Nutilas
originate from the north of Spain.
The entertainment began with

gitano (gypsy
res of gitarro
and Latin American typ
enco.
Each dance had its own patt
song, costume and style.
~_';'''''''·'.• ';''h

such power and quality tha~ it is easy
King Juan Carlos Burbon de
Burbon.
to believe- that electronic
After her short talk, Senora .amplification was unnecessary.
While his wife would be pnwaring
Maravilla and her husband Donn
Pohren,an American now residing for he.! next dance/",Sen'of Pohren
entertained.~~6tJclience between
';'jQl~.I~in>: ;~~qn'J.lgemoJ;)stratt?n of
dances:wifh·· beautifully expressive
~ 'frUe.Flamencci en su puro esttlo
ill its pure
.
guitar instrumentals weso often
Sen~~~ •. Marauilla would translate associate with, Spanish culture.
The next event planned by the
the lines· of .her songs into- English
S~U." Program Committee is the
oefore singjfi!lthem,
. She demonStrated several types' Manuel Alum Dance Co. on Oct. 18,
of Flamen,.cofrompureAndalucian .1977.

Senora MaraVilla claps to the rhythm .of her husbands'. guitar:·

Current Mini-courses
[he Educational Services
Committee of the Student Union
Program Committee will offer a
variety of mini-courses thes
semester under the collective. tit!g
"Mini-Madness.'"
Japaness Embroidery class€-(" wtlI
meet on Tuesday from 7-~ for· 10
weeks~ The instructor is Peggy
Peterson. Ther is a minimum of 5
students & a maximum of 25. The
course is intended to teach
techniques of ancient Oriental
Embroidery using a punch needle &
rayon thread on pre-printed form.
The
fee is five dollars.
Beginner's Yoga, a relaxation
course and an introduction to Hatha
Yoga. It will meet Wednesdays from
7-8 pm in the SGA chambers. ThefeE: is . . 6 dollars, the instructor is
Michelle Scott.
Intermediate Yoga, intended for
those who have already had an
introduction to Hatha Y<;>ga, will
also be taught by Michelle Scott.
The class will meet in the SGA
chambers from 8-9 pm on
Wednesdays. The fee is 6 dollars.
In Christmas Crafts, necklaces,
bracelets & Christmas decorations
will be made. Tina Welsh will teach
,this course 3·5 pm on Wednesdavs.·

There i; a minimum of 4 & . a series of progressive" exerciser to
maximum of 12Jor thiscourse.irnproveOr maintain fitness ·level. .
Physical fitneSs and Figure Dress should be lebtardbr other
Analysis will consist 6f fitness tests appropriate attire, and you should
& body measurements will be taken bring a toweL .
.
to determine fitness .level, .followed
Registration for all these courses
by procedures, and methods for
at the Student Union Information
attaining or· maintaining . a good Booth, Payment is due when one is
up.
fitness level. The minimum for this
class is 15, the maximum is 35" It will . r:J
meet Mondays from 6-7 pm.· The VV,
instructor is Susan Sills, the fee is6

a

is

'ANT.

TRAMON£Y·

dO~~~~stics

will be taught by Susan'
Sills on Mondays from 7-8 pm. The
fee is 6 dollars, the minimum is 4, the
maximum 12. The course includes a

UHA "EA·
VJ

DO

CREA TWE

URGE

HIDDEN
WITHIN ·YOU?

WHILE HELPING
FELLOW·
S.TU··D·E·N.TS? .
T~PEOG8ESS/OUT~
REACH Tutoring Program
is looking for qualified
tutors to work in their
program thi~ year. y~u
that you re .qualifzed zn
a subject please
Ms. Dode Aucoin ext 370,
or stop by the Finane'
Aid Office to speak to:

Whether It IS in (lrt, poetry,
music, photography, or
whatever, your chance to
expose it is in the ARTS
MAGAZINE". All interested
students please contact Ms_
Dorie Aucoin in the Financial abp't.}!
II

"

f'

AktOffice:" ".' "

!/.

the_ '3~~eeSsary

•
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Classi/ieds
Carol evenings at 344·9377.

Avon Products-cosmetics and jewelery
available for convenient on·campus delivery.
For current catalogue or any information, call
Michael at 878-5370. If no answer, please leave
message on the recorder. With Avon, you
never looked so good.

A 1973 hood tor a Camara. Will also fit earlier
models. Must sell. Excellent condition. Best
offer·S78-4431. Ask for Janice.

To Bob and Shoe: Remember '1t'5 so
perverted"! Remember "we like it we do"?
Remember "'the girls"? Remember May 13,
19777 Remember May 15, 1977? Rember the
Mayor Bonk on the Toyota? Remember 1t'5
wrong"? And why is it wrong. Because it's a
definite Bonk with an overabundance of steam
and it's rude.
Long live thy FaJcoona Jose

Jim, A rose ... is a rose ... isa rose ... Who cares
what it really means? I love it! Love, Jo

N

Y<::maha 12 string guitar,Good Condition.
$101J.OO-Call 947-2453.

Congratulations to the Junior Class! We won!
A special thanks, though, goes to all of you
_ .. DenOl~,No.44,Sogiadyoucouldmakeitorlwho specifically did donate your blood.
Saturday Olght. It was really GREAT seeing
, you at la.m. Love, Jo No.8

.

Dave Milette-We want you! The Big and Little
Bird
Young Canadian wants to meet young female

I
~~ed~~~~~~~~~==============================~l
hockey coach -"Puck Shy"

personals

350 Honda CB-Runs like new, excellent
condition. K and Q seat, Z·bars, 9,000 miles
$650 or best offer. Call Steve 947-8722.

Nancy, Anyone ever tell you that you juggled
as well as a clown? Next time don't dirty the
sheets! Love that neck! Stuffed! Did you ever
consider braces? Also, thanks for getting me
through the weekend. You're great-I never
coulda made it without ya'! Love, F.O.G.M. or
(Joe)

69 Ford Econoline Van, 3 speed standard,
straight 6 cylinder, 250 cu in., new shocks,
battery, brakes, and exhaust. T railor hitch and
racks, two studded snow tires go with it.
Asking $650.00. Call 328-0058. Ask for Doug.
Ludwig drum kit; 5 piece blue tint Vistalite set
with 26'" bass. Ludwig accesories and Zildjan
cymbals. Sacrifice for $700 or best offer. Call
Jim 697-6750.

Judy, Thanks for caring even though you
wouldn't come home with me. I made it home
safe and sound, though. Oh, by the way, sorry
I didn't call but it couldn't be helped. You're a
good friend.

housing
I

Graduate Student; former teacher, on SSC
campus AM·PM. Must give up present
apartment. Would like to live near by, $ is tight
but am willing to supplement it with child-care,
tutoring and or gourmet cooking. Contact
Lynne at SSC Ext 363.

ride/riders
Ride needed, Brockton-Bridgewater. Monday
9-3, Tuesday and Thursday 9:25-3,
Wednesday . ?-~.Friday 9A~ Gas expense
~~;"e&rime'fMY'Lah' 5869560. Schedule
.",F'could be changed slightly to fit yours.

To the guy with the lips: Ho~ Saturday night
was good for you, too- I'm glad you picked me
up- thanks for the memories. But remember,
next time you wplay one of your games,"let me
in on the rules first. See you at the next fire
drill. Love, your Hpick" at the party ..
To Maura, Ellen, Paul and especially Jocelyn:}
hope we always have as good a night as
September 30. (Only kidding) Jocelyn, maybe
next time we will make it to North Adams!
Maura, I thought there was something with my
neck that was screwed up, but I guess it's just
tonsilitis.
Carol R (Charlie) Face it. You're going to lose
the bet. You're all wet. I hope you can hold
!lour breath long. The Invisible Man
Happy Birthday (19th) to the girl in 401 at the
hill. I have been adoring youfor so long. Wait
for me by the fountain on October 15th at 4:00
p.m. Tall, Dark, and Stoned
Randy, Jos, Maura, and Company-' Have a
nice weekend? Do you really like driving in the
rain? Next time stay out of cars when you can't
_.see wher~.y~uare go!ng! JuQy:Standup. "I am

Ride needed to Springfield Area on Friday the
7th. Willing toh(l!p With toijs.etc;~ .Ple~~ - . standiogUprc1.M•.P'.~.~,ql1ltc~e$ . ~t'E!i1:
contact Gary Smith in Rm. 523-0ufgeh Hall on
bummerIAlso"·.Good luck ..to the sirl$ .on the
'The Hill, oreall Ext.396 anytime.
4th floor in the Freshmen Follies!
\
l~';k,

The BigBird is back. Watch out! You11 never
know what to expect. Some are al~eady
surprised. But we won't mention any names.
See you around.
Gray Ghost: I see more of Casper than I do of
you! The "weeds are too thick I guess. Signed,
The Artful Trainer

for sale

Travel home on weekends? Share apartment
in E.' Bridgewater, Monday thru Friday,
cooking included. Minimal rent, 5 minute drive
from BSC. Contact Lynne 697-8321 Ext 363.

extend the award as our deepest thanks to
Lois Linguist. During a recent weekend crisis,
Lois showed much concern for the safety of
Shea Hall residents as she scowered the
hallways and insured everyone's safe and
orderly exit during a recent fire alarm, without
any concern over her own· personal safety.
Thank you, Lois.

don't drink, and don't sleep in girls' rooms.
Coach Johnson

."'¥·"~-~i~;';"

Wedding, . parties and special occasions.
Photographs by the Bibby's of Norwood, 222
Codman Rd. Norwood Mass_ 02062. Call 617769-3521. Ask for Ann. Call after 2:00 pm,
mention pictures.
Getting married? [NVIT AnONS ETCETERA
provides you with a unique collection of the
finest personalized invitations, announcements, and monogrammed accessories for all
occasions. Business and social stationary.
Christmas cards also available. Discount. Call

exc~lIentElY~

PriscUla- The girl wlth the
and
curly hair. You're too much. Your secret
admirer.
Happy 19th birthday, Diane. The girl with the
curly hair and beautiful eyes. "Dr. B."
Beautiful: Remember the night at the rat. .. you
. never gave me a name, so I'll make one up,
okay? Write me a formal invitation ... date and
all. This is yours-You're welcome anytime. See
you soon and take care of your bod. -You
Know Who

New friends, new love affairs on the rise.
Diane, we miss you. Going to Virginia with my
friend again. Elton John, who are you?
Depression hits us all again· Love's the only
cure. Tennis anyone? Remember, money isn't
everything!!! Sex-sex-sex.

This one is for you!!! Did you miss it: WBIM's
the "ROCK THAT DOESN'T ROLL'? Then
dial 296 on dial access. Don't forget to listen
NEXT SATURDAY at 10:00 to 91.5 WBIM FM
for some more Good News.
Norma- I believe a case study is coming my
way! Next year we11 have to do it again. Take
care and start saving! Love, Bikini
Debby. How come you talk so much? You
have a nice voice but...why don't you listen to
someone else for a change? Do you have a
social problem? Peace, Antonio!

,

I

I.

To Jo Gymnast, Brenda Beam, and Andy
Aerial. I appreciate having all that professional
ability around me during class. It makes things

I

much easier. What new things can I learn

FL YING PIZZA

Telephone 697-8631
Bridgewater delivery only
Tuesday-SuncJ.ay

5:00-11:00

~~~~~~~~k~~~mrnw~I~=====~=====:=====:=::======:=~~

you guys to practice anyday. Something draws
me to the gym in the afternoon. From M & M
To the girls of Crackerbox Palace; you 9U)JS
are first class people! Thanks for everything.
God Bless. Love, Sue P.S. Remember ladies,
don't torget the trash, the bathroom, and the
kitchen, and, heaven forbid if the lint doesn't
land in the bag! Cleanliness is next to
Godliness(What's CLEAN???????)

SO says the VA....

MUTT & JEFF

AI

~~ith

DON~ WORRY, MUT'T! -- AS A
DISABLED VETERAN IYOU MAY

Attention Gary Mace and Spike Horan
Fans!!New this faH·-"Gary Mace and Spike
Horan Action 001\5", complete with pump iron
t·shirts and miniature universal.

BE ELiGIBLE TO GET VA.S
LoW COST tNSURANCE ... I'D
'BE'TTER C ALL "'~EM BEFORE

To whom it may concern-I'm willing to trade
pictures for glasses. Contact me some night.

Dumper.Supils and DAF-todils and we're
off to another "'CW~lIw year at B.S. C .. Only this
isitJ We've had three great years, let~ do ou).
best to make the last the BEST!! We've both
got a lot to look forward to after this-year; too
bad we're going in different directions. But
that's life! As the saying goes, 'We may never
pass this way again." So, Jet's pull together and
make this one hell of a year! Love ya, Buddy
Ruff
To Baron's Girls; You have got to be the
funniest bunch I know. Keep uP .the
laughing .... Love, E.Z. GUESS!!!!!!!P.S. Marty,
did you take Goomba's cake out of the oven?

How To Be A Braintree Bafaon! Don't smoke,

It is with considerable appreciation that the

Classified Ad Form
Circle H~ding:

FOR SALE

W;QN1ED

HOUSING

Office of Student Life announces this , the
presentation of our first annual Concerned
Student Award. This honor is bestowed upon
that student who demonstrates keen insight as
well as a vigilant interest for his or her fellow
classmates' needs and welfare. This year, we

LOST & FOUND

i !!New Deadlines!!:

BANANAS!
.,...._... , HE FUN STORE'-'=--';';;;i.

RIDE/RIDERS
OT.HER:~____~__~____________~______~____

Selling:. army & navy goods
• camping supplies
• work clothes & shoes
• war surplus
• jeans tops & more!
At crazy discount prices

Adtoreadas/ol/ows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ __

go .. - .

I

I
I
I
J
I THE COMMENT has put into effect new deadlines for I
I publicatior, of materials. The dei:zdlihe~) as well as rules fot I'
submitting classified ads, are posted on" bur office door.
I

I

.

."'~J.~,f4& I
566 FOREST AVE_
BROCKTON,MA

. . . . . ,Open9am-9pm .......
Sat 10 am - 6 pm

next to Brest Auto
,- - - - - - WITH THIS COUPON

,

ADPITIONAl
10% OFF
..\,

,

.'
Clani/ieds are free lor all studenl.s
focultv. staff, and administration of.BSe.
For all others. rates are 'I.SO per column inch.
Name/Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _....,..._._-'--_ _--.-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ __

----.---------,------,-7""-

Address:.__·

t dtal amQunt enclosed:

'

OUR ALREADY
CRAZY DISCOUNT PRICES WITH SCHOOL
OR COLLEGE 1.0 .

• ...dlJ.dlol&1

;:

Classifieds--12:00 noon on Monday
preceding next issue.
News Articles--12:00 noonan Tuesday.
Editorials, F orums, Letter~ to Ed ... a6:00
p.m. Tuesday.
Advertising· . . 6:00 p.m. Monday.
All School and Club Announcements-12:60 noon on Monday.

go .•.

army-naVV900ds. war surplus
"il

s-local veterans

.•- --- -- -- -- - - .. -- - - --.--".- - - - - -'~I

GO ..•

PERSONAL

Contact nearest VA office
(check your phone book] or

566 FOREST AVE.
BROCKTON, MA
~iiiilOpen 9 am - 9 pm
Sat 10am-6pm

next to Brest Auto

--All deadlines will be enforced.
--Exceptions wi# be made if there is a good reason, such as
.an event which bccurs_on Tues. or Wed.

.• Thank you/or cooperatin.g.

'Q;:,"i77 ,JO~ ~CHLrrz BREWIl'\G co" MILWAUKEE. WIS

I

••

LIN

ST INFULLER
DEAN OF BEER?
WHY NOT?
such as: Is there intelligent life

the\,: v,,~ear socks?

unansivered questions. Because there

Beer, I suggest you research
yourself at your next
antisocial function.
source
found in any
the YelJo\v

~MrONEWOR, ~,,'."
,,,-.,,,,.'
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~PHOENIX SPRING BEV
Brockton

,
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ERAGE COMPANY
sac usetts
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